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TOWARDS THE SECOND
DECADE.
By tie end of this year our
will enter the second
Sot
decade of its existence,
Founded ,by a..handful of, enthusiasts as the "Helvetia
Stamp Club" in 1947, and meeting at first in: the home of
our present President, the
"club" soon grew into one of
the largest specialised philatelic societies in this
country.
Quite a number of the
founder members have remained
for more.th an nine years,
loyal to our Society and have
lost none of their enthusiasm
for Swiss philately.
During this first decade we
we
ole - mainly through
the medium of our "News Letter"
- to enlarge the knowledge of
our members. The regular meetings of our Groups have provided much enjoyment and helped
to promote our aims.'
The Committee will, in due
course, consider plans for a
fitting celebration of our
tenth anniversary. A social
gathering - a lunch or dinner
in London - and perhaps the
staging of a small but comprehensive exhibition of Swiss
issues from-our members'
collections and an even more
ambitious plan of a group of
members combining on a visit
to Switzerland, will be among
the suggestions to be considered.
We hope that the second
decade in the life of our
Society will be as active and
enjoyable to our members as
were the years which passed in
good 'fellowship.

NEW PROPAGANDA POSTAGE STAMPS WILL BE ISSUED ON MARCH 1
IN SMALLER FORMAT
COMMEMORATING GOLDEN JUBILEE OF SIMPLON PASS AND SWISS
POSTAL MOTOR COACHES AND SILVER JUBILEE OF "SWISSAIR"
The Swiss P.T.T. has made a revolutionary decision to
change the size of pictorial postage stamps, reducing them
from the previous overall format of 41 millimeters by 26
millimeters to that of 36 milliméters by 26 millimeters.
The first stamps in the new size will be four "Propaganda"
postage stamps, which have now become an annual event.
They will appear on March 1st, 1956, and sold at face value
without a surtax, replacing during their currency the
equivalent values of the Landscape. and Technic series.
The reduction in size appears to have its . reason in the
rising cost of paper. So far the PTT has not produced any of
tho now-sized stamps in'its own printery. Tho now size will
require adjustment of perforation machines. Courvoisier who
are now printing the new four values can probably do it
easily, as they are contractors producing stamps in greatly
differing sizes for many foreign countries.
The reduction of the stamp size of
the propaganda issues is, in fact,
only the continuation of a policy
adopted by the P.T.T. already in
1952, when the Pro Patria (National
Fete) was partly issued in the size
of the ordinary postage stamps and
the Pro Juventuto series. It now
seems that the era of "large" Swiss stamps has come to an
end and the remaining "large" stamps will only be the three
highest values of the postage series.
The new Propaganda stamps will all have designs connec
ed with transport.
The lowest value, a 5 c. stamp in grey, yellow and black
will commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first Postal
Motor Coach. Its design by Bernhard Rebner of Berne, shows
the first motor coach as used in 1906.
'On the 10c. stamp, designed by Ursula Huber-Bavier, of
Zug, and printed in green, grey and red, we find depicted
the North Gate of the Simplon Tunnel, commemorating the 50th
anniversary of its opening, and the rather sketchy picture
of the Stockalper Palace at Brig (the Swiss main station of
Simplon line). The design does not quite give justice to
this lovely 17th century edifice with its three dome-shaped
towers, loggias and arcaded courtyards.
(Please turn to Page 2
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(Continued from the front page)
The 20c. value . printed in four colours - dark carmine,
vermilion, yellow and black,, is devoted to the theme of
road safety. Its design by a newcomer to stamp production, Edi Hauri, of Bale, brings an attractive, stilised
picture of two children crossing a "zebra", with two
road signs.

A DAY OF STAMP ISSUES LIST
containing all special postmarks,
special postcards, envelopes and
postage stamps issued by all
countries whose postal authorities officially celebrate the
"Day of' Stamp" has been compiled
by a Swiss collector, Herr
Friedrich Bergunthal (Thunerhof,
On
Thun, B.O., Switzerland).
44 pages the author assembled
all the information and many
illustrations of all items from
1935 up to date, including, of
course, all those concerning
Switzerland. The list costs
4.-frs.

Finally, the 40c. stamp, blue and red, designed by
Pierre Gauchat, of Kuessnacht, commemorates the 25th.
anniversary of "Swissair", the Swiss airline, which from
a modest start in 1930, has grown to be an air transport
company with world-wide connections and one famous for
its efficiency and comfort.
In spite of the fact that the picture area (22.5 mm by
32.5 mm) is very small, all the designs are vary attractive and well reproduced in the roto-photogravure by
Courvoisier S.A. of La Chaux-de-Fonds.
All are printed on white, coated granite paper (with the
admixture of red and blue fibres). They , are printed in
four sheets per cylinder (numbered A to D) with 25 stamps
per sheet, bearing on the margins the usual inscriptions
denoting the purpose, values and duration of validity.
The four propaganda stamps will be issued on March 1,
will be available at all post offices in place of the
ordinary postage.. stamps of similar value and will be on
sale as long as stocks: last, but not after the 31st
December 1956.
The Philatelic Agency of the P.T.T. will use on March
1st., the usual First Day cancellations in either German,
French or Italian, and orders. for F.D. covers can be
placed now with the Agency.
';',333333
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CATALOGUE

1956 of SWITZERLAND AND

LIECHTENSTEIN, 801 264 pages, Price 2.-frs (plus 1 f.20(4
postage) celebrates this year its Silver Jubilee.
During the 25 years of publication it has been developed
by its excellent publishers to a highly specialised
catalogue, has become a mine of information and meats all
requirements of even an advanced collector, Of handy
size, it contains more than 900 clear illustrations. It
is astonishing that a "small" volume with more than 9,276
price quotations and so many pictures, descriptions and
foot-notes can be produced at such a modest price. Though
published in German, the catalogue is set up in such a
way that there is little difficulty in understanding its
contents for English speaking readers. Moreover it contains a comprehensive explanation of all terms in the
English language.
The publishers have also just issued the new edition
•
of the well-known Muller Album "Switzerland-Liechtenstein"
which is undoubtedly the best illustratèd,and annotated
album in this field. There are several edition from a
modest priced one to a fine luxury edition, and:all have
been now revised and brought up to date.
AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT. 1956

has now appeared as a four page leaflet and in, spite of
the limited space it contains all addenda and price
alterations right up to date. The supplement will be
supplied free of charge by the publishers,, The Amateur
Collector Ltd., 27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London,
N.12, but a S.A.E. must be sent when requesting. it.
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SOME OF THE CASPARY GEMS
including a few Swiss classics
were on show at the "National
Stamp Exhibition" at Westminster
Hall between January 8 and A _,
before going to be auotion€ .y
H.R. Harmer in New York.
The only other Swiss material
exhibited was some of the perenial bisects of Mr. H.H.Landau,
which are haunting every exhibition. As regards the "National"
as less one say about it as
better. It is really a. dealers'
market place with a few frames
of exhibits (many of most doubtful philatelic interest) thrown
in. This sort of stamp bourses
are hold in Switzerland every
month in every small town and
the exhibitions accompanying
them are as a rule much better
than the annual effort in Lyndon.

VARIETIES OF 1955 PROPAGAND..
STAMPS are'reported by our
Bernecorrespondent as follows:
50. (Lausanne Exhibition);'
(a) Retouch at the right of
the bell tower.
(b) Grey print of thetower
broken up into lines.
1Oc. (Fete des vignerons)
(a) Small retouch inside the
"0"
(b) ditto between hat and
•
ribbon.
(c) ditto under "1" of "1955"
(d) ditto between "L" and "V"
(e) ditto above "TI" in
"HELVETIA"
(f) Yellow spot on one of the
grapes, on the right.
20c. (Alpine Shepherds Festival)
(a) White spot on right sleeve
(b) "H" in "BOESCH" broken
(c) White spot above the "I"
A SERIES OF ARTICLES ON SWISS
ALPINE POST COACHES, on the
occasion'of the Golden jubilee
of the service will start in the
^0
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The changed
design of
the 4Oc;value

Worn Plato
A soft, white wove paper was used from 1882 until 1905«
(White Helvetia
It was followed by a thinner paper, when the Controlmark
and nearly misswas replaced by a "real" Watermark, namely the large
ing stars on
crosses. The granite paper, which was introduced during
the loft
1907 was, in fact, of a provisional character. By then
the new designs of the Helvetia bust and the Hol?otia with the Sword to be printed by the
typographical process were already in preparation and the Berne Mint was supposed to produce
the new issue in 1907, but owing to delay it was found necessary to print hurriedly a further
supply of stamps in the Standing Helvetia design. As the printing contract with Max Girardet
at Berne (who in 1886 had taken over from Muehllhaupt & Son) had expired, the Post Office
authorities sent the old plates and remainder of the granite paper, currently used for the
low values in the Figure and Cross design, to the printing works of Benzi gor & Co at
Einsiedolr. The printing on the granite paper was comparatively small and those stamps are
somewhat scarcer than any other of the Standing Helvetia issues, except the 92 parts,
0frall stamps of Switzerland, the "Standing
few essays exist and that proofs — both as
Hel, tia" issue is the most prolific in perfregards black printer*s proofs and colour
ora'._ .ins. Due to the unequal shrinkage of
trials -- are extremely scarce.
the paper, inherent to recess printing, and
The so—called "colour proofs" found at
to varying speeds of drying, it was impossible
comparatively cheap prices on the market
to produce well centred stamps on a machine
in all colours of - the rainbow are not
with only one perforation gauge. The 114
genuine proofs at all, They were produced
machine used for ordinary typographod stamps
illicitly, when a Paris stamp dealer had
was used at first. As there purchased most of the old plates from
wore many complaints that
Girardet and produced many thousands of
the stamps separated too
sheets in a wide gamut of shades and on
easily, another gauge, 92
various papers, such as white wove,
(actually 94 by 92) was invertical and horizontal laM.d and on card.
troduced. But after a short Those bogus "proofs" were made of the
while it was found that
plates of the 25 and 40 c. (Type II) and
this pérforation was too
are of no real value other than as
coarse, resulting in many
curiosities.
Another scarce
torn stamps. It was soon
The postal rates during the period of
retouch between
discontinued and by 1891 a
the "Standing Helvetia" issues remained
the mad and
new machine, with 112 by 11,
spec , known as
took its place. In 1901,
"Helvetia with
coincidental with the renew—' Two main
the flaming
al of old plates, the gauge retouches
' of the
torch"
was again changed, this
F background
time to 112 by 12. From
then on, however, all
machines with different gauges were in use, with
the exception of the 9'' gauge. Duo to long use,
the perforation holes became worn and it became !fixed, colour changes are therefore few,
necessary to replace the pins. Each replacement !The most important was the interchange of
was of somewhat larger dimension than the pre—
the 25c green and the 50c. blue, in
vious one. This added further, if minor, perf —
!deference to a ruling by the Universal
oration varieties, which are only considered by IPostal Union in 1897, One'other colour
very advanced specialists.
chango.should•bo mentioned, the one of the
Anyone trying to specialise this issue
1 Franc value, from lilac to carmine, This
will desire to include some of the essays or
change was made to improve the appoaranc•e
proofs. He should be warned that only very
of the stamp.
)
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When spending money on stamps, the average collector
even though he is prepared to pay for the pleasure he
gets from his collection, likes to know that he is
adding value to it as well! We all remember the boom
at the end of the War when pounds spent on many
Colonial and Foreign items were subsequently found to
be worth shillings only!

THERE IS ONE COUNTRY HOWEVER, WHERE
THIS NEVER DID HAPPEN. NOR EVER WILL

.• SWITZERLAND '°
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON. N.12
"The Swiss Specialists"
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Editor's Notes Are Meter Postage marking "stamps", and are they worth collecting? This is a
question which - as in every other field of philately - a collector must answer himself.
That many thousands of people are collecting Meter Postage Markings (which some describe as
the ultimate development of adhesive postage stamps) is a fact and in this country there is
even a Philatelic Society catering exclusively for them. Switzerland has issued a fairly
large number of these markings which emanate from small machines used by large commercial
firms and controlled by the postal authorities. Herr Heiner Duerst published the first
comprehensive list of these markings, and the late Albert H.Harris (founder of the "Philatelic
Magazine") translated • Herr Duerst's original study and added many observations from his own
research work. The following series of articles is based on these studies.
Switzerland first introduced Meter Postage machines continued to use the former markings
and it seems, indeed, that even today there
Markings in 1924. They were of an oval design,
were provided by a private firm which manufact- are more Motor Marks current in the old
ured the franking machines and existed in no • designs than in these subsequently produced.
less than 26 denominations,. namely:
• 395972,10,15,18,20,22.923,25,30935937i940,
50 ,55, 60 ,7 0 , 80 and 90 Centimes, and 1,1:20,
1.50,2 9 3 and
Francs. The "odd" values, such
as 222c. or 37- c. wore used for certain rates
of printed matter and commercial circulars
according to the weight and then existing
postal rates.
The first P.T.T. design
, (To be continued)
s,..
.>oo..g.,o....o
.
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The first oval design
A 2.50 f, marking has boon also reported,
but Herr Duor st'sai.d that he has never seen it.
In order of scarcity, the 30c. marking is the
most common, the 60c. fairly plentiful and•the'
rest more or less common. The values of 18,222,
2 3,25,37*c. and 1.20 1., 2f. and 5f. are the
"best" of the more frequent ones.
The second design was a geometrical combination of crosses and truncated posthorns. This
design was first issued. in 1930 and the size
was at first 22 by
millimeters.
Some years later (probably in 1934) a
number of new machines was supplied with the
design of the franking marking enlarged to 26.5
by 37.5.millimoters, although the design was in
all respects identical with the original ono.
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Lt.Colonol J.D.BLYTH 2 O.B.E., R.P.S.L., who
contributed the interesting articles on this
subject in the July/August and September issues of the "Helvotia Nowe Letter" sends us
the following additional remarks about the
P.J. sot:
insects depicted on the

1955

" The Sirox
saw-fly is known
in this country
and is called
the Great ^arntail. I fancy it
is the thing
that comes rattling along,
makes a noise
like a Wright
biplane of 1914
and is promptly
stained as a
"hornet".
As regards
the "Yellow
Bear", there is a variety of our Jersey Tiger
in which the red is replaced by yellow,whi oh
would look something like the "Yellow Bear"
but it seems not to be the same species. I
The second design "Crosses & Posthorns' have never heard of the Apollo ever as a rare
visitor to this country, but I have seen it
In 1941 the P.T.T. took over the issue of
the franking machines and produced. its own des- in collections.
ign. It has a rectangular ornamental frame, with The grubs (larvae) live in the trunks of
pine trees and are capable of no moan bite.
the inscription !!HELVETIA" at the top and the
lIn 1857 one Marshall Vaillant presented to
number in the centre of the frame.
A slightly changed second Post Office design the Academy of Science in Paris some packets
(not illustrated) has the inscription "HELVETIA" of cartridges containing bullets which have
at foot, while the "P" remains on bath sides,
been pierced by this larvae when French
while the letters "GD - PTT - DG" (separated by troops fought in the Crimean War. Apparently
outlined erossow) appear at the top of the labolthe grubs were not driven by hunger. It was

37.5
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(Continued)
Part of the beauty of Switzerland is its very barren-ness.
The high mountains which form the most impressive part of
the landscape mean that a considerable part of the land is
bare rock, never to be brought under the plough. Of the
15 9 950 square miles which make up . the area of Switzerland
only three quarters is productive, while nearly 4,000 sq.m.
cannot bo used for agriculture or forestry.' And the Alpine
region occupies three-fifths of the country, the Jura hills
and mountains ten per cent, and the modest remainder of
loss than one third makes up the fertile lowlands.
It might be said that the beauty of the country is the
cause of her poverty. If we consider mineral wealth this is
absolutely trues apart•from the rocks (which are somehow
put to industrial uses), there are no minerals worthy of
mention. The miserably small coal mines of former days were
set working again in times of scarcity during the two World
Wars; a little brown coal was obtained, and the Valais
produced some anthracite, Peat cutting in the upland moors
and ancient lake-bottoms, normally of purely local importance, became useful in wartime. These were however, mere
emergency measures, which cannot be regarded as factors in
the economy of the country. Of more importance are the iron
The Grimsel dam and power
ores which are worked in Gonzen and the Fricktal. The only
station, which served as a
other mineral
design for the 20 C. value
resource is
of the 1949 Landscape set.
the salt-working in the
Rhine valley above Basle and in the Rhone valley
near Box. There is however one gift of nature
which in combination with modern technology is
being fully exploited - water power.
Some 6,000 hydro-electric power stations,
Stamps extolled the Swiss people to
some of them on the largest scale in Europe,
produce more food and save raw materials
transform the energy of mountain torrents and
during tho last war.
rivers into electricity. The total production
capacity is 2,000 9 000 units. Not only the Swiss
industry, the farmer and domestic consumer depends almost entirely on electric power but the
Swiss railway transport is almost completely based on electrical locomotion. Today the Swiss
Federal Railways (apart from . a number of privately owned railway lines) have an aggregate
let -ma of nearly 2,000 miles, which with infinitisemal exceptions are electrified. The extreme importance of electric power is shown by the fact that out of about 10,000 million not
ton-miles almost 99 per cent were carried by electric traction. In this way "white coal" has
become a real source of wealth to the country.
But if on the one hand modern technics have raised the value of water, as a product of
climate and terrain, it is that very climate which sets narrow lines to the possibility of
opening new land in a country lacking all raw materials. Of the 77% (or 12 9 000 sq.m.) of
arable land, one third can be used only for pasture and so must be turned to purposes of
stock-breeding. Another third is covered with forest. Agriculture of all kinds, food crops
and vine-yards account for another third of the arable land. During the second world war, the
arable area was increased by over 750,000 acres.
There is, therefore, a wide discrepancy between the number of population, which stands at
44 million, and the natural resources at its disposal. Only about threefifths of the Swiss people can be fed on the produce of the soil, while
two-fifths are permanently dependent on food imports from abroad. In
spite of a large increase in the area of land
under the plough under the "Wahlon Plan" during
the second world war, Switzerland remains
largely dependent on imported food.
Thus the Swiss have every right to think themselves short of "living space". Other people,•'
considering themselves in a similar situation,
have laid claim to foreign territory, and tried
Hugo pylons carry
Pastures must be found to enforce their claim by war and conquest.
the "white coal"
high in the mountains. Switzerland with its polioy of neutrality, has
solved the problem in another and peaceful way. across the country.
In the next instalment of this series we shall see how liberty and democracy have become
nrIA he . thn R ri ns
nnl n ` u hinvnd a government etc„
.
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70

Grand Old Master of Swiss Stamp Designs
On February 13th Karl Bicker, the famous
Swiss artist and engraver, celebrates his 70th
birthday. The proverbial three scores-and-ten
mean to many people rest and retirement, but to
Bickel it seems to be only just a minor date in
a busy and successful life in the service to
art and humanity. Only a few weeks ago we were
able to admire one of his latest masterpieces
of engraving - the portrait of Pictet de Rochemonts on the 5 c. value of the Pro Juventute
set.
While to us Bickel is first and foremost the
most distinguished living designer of postage
stamps, he is, of course, a great all-round
artist known and appreciated by art critics and
connoiseurs all the world over. Portraits,
paintings and engravings which he created in
the course,of more than 50 years adorn the
walls of many picture galleries and private
collections in Switzerland and abroad. As a
sculptor he was trained in Italy (he studied
painting and graphic art in Berlin and Munich)
and his major work of sculpture is his "private"
Pax monument, a magnificient mosaic in relief
cut into the rock near his residence at Wallenstadt at the foot of the Churfirsten peak,
witness of his idealism and faith in human
progress.
Bickel has produced more than 60 postage
stamps - his first assignment from the postal
authorities in Switzerland was to produce the
three designs for the air stamps of 1923.
He says that he likes to design stamps because
the work on steel and popper within a very
ited space "requires most laborious devotion,
allows to express artistic perception and
sharpens one's character ...."
Our humble and sincere wishes for many
happy returns go today to the great artist.
..$300.100000011,0040060" OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

LONDON
:

GROUP
:
The next meetingtakes
place on Tuesday, February 7th, at 6.30 p.m: at The Swan Hotel, Cosmo
Place,. Southampton Row, London. W.C. 1.
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley will give a display and talk
on "Who's Who on Swiss Stamps". Members who
might have arranged studies on this subject are
invited to bring their album leaves along as
they may provide additional information or now
ideas on arrangement.
Y O R K S / L ANC S
GROUP
The next meeting will take place on Saturday,
February 11th, at 2.30 p.m. at the residence Mr.
J.N.Higbsted, 4 Park View Rd., Heaton, Bradford.
The subject will be a "Quiz" conducted by Mr.
A..C.Wilson.
It will be remembered that the-Yorks-Lanes
Group's Annual Competition was won by Mr.R.A.
Hoyle with his "Alpine Flowers" exhibit, illustrated by his own excellent water colours,. With
this same exhibit Mr.Hoyle recently won the
Competition of the Halifax P.S.,and also tho
"Sidebottom Trophy" in a new Competition open to
all Yorkshire Philatelic Societies. Our congratulations to Mr.Hoyle for his splendid achievements and the well deserved honours.
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Members who have not yet remitted the annual"
subscription for 1956 of 7s.6d. to the Hon.
Treasurer, Yr. A.J.Harding, 31 Somerset Way,
Ivor, Bucks, are reminded to do so without
n1 delay. Tho dispatch of the "Helvetia News
€F,
and of Exchange Packets will be
?1 Letter"
stopped by tho end of this month to all
members who are in arrears with their duos.

1

_

FROM

THE

COMMITTEE

COMPETITION PRIZE WINNER'S THANKS
Mr. J.W.Walters, of Nottingham, who was the
runner-up in our Annual Cup Competition and
was presented with a philatelic stock book,
sent the following letter to the Committee:
"I am most happy that my entry was considorod so' good as to warrant earning tho second prize, and should be still further in
your debt if you would be so good as to
thank the Adjudicators on my behalf, together with all the other good ;people who gave
their services to make the Competition ossible. I am most grateful to you for is .ng
me know what Mr.Max Uehlinger's comments
were with regard to the as-statement which
had been described as a "plate scratch".
The explanation which you so kindly have
passed on to me is most helpful and makes
one begin to gain a little more confidence
with the additional knowledge. I cannot
think of any other hobby which keeps on
persistently adding to one's knowledge (not
to mention prodding it) like Philately."
Among other letters from Competitors was
one to the Hon.Secretary from Mr.H.Parker
of Southport, who says he was not the least
disappointed in not being a prize-winner,
but'sent in his entry to support the Committee, as there is. so little one can do as a
"Provincial", to show appreciation "for x the
splendid work of the Committee.. "
That's certainly the right spirit, and the
Committee wânt to put on record their - gratitude to all members who sont entries. Some
of them will certainly have better link
next time!
A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR TO OUR MEMBERS!
Owing to a technical oversight a little
"box" containing Christmas Greetings and New
Year's Wishes was left out from the December
issue of the "Helvetia News Letter". While
we hope that all our members and readers had
a Merry Christmas we hasten to convey to
them, if a little belated, our wishes for a
very happy and prosperous 1956, and may their
Switzerland collections grow to fill many
more albums!
THE ETERNAL S.O.S. FOR uORE MATERIAL FOR THE
EXCHANGE PACKET is repeated once more herewith. Has anybody made a New Year's resolution to fill a few booklets with his duplicates,and send them to the Hon.Exchange Packet
Superintendent?
If not, there is still time to make it
and keep it!
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By Lt.Colonol J.D..BLYTH, O.B.E., R.P.S.,L.
A. Naval officer once told mo that the course of any disIn publishing tho article
cussion between those of junior rank in his Service went
in the next column from the
through three well defined stages: -,emphatic assertion, flat
pen ' ` a distinguished member
contradiction,
and personal abuse. I have never doubted the
of our Society and a knowledgaccuracy of his description, for the young run very true to
sable philatelist, I want to
open a'discussion on a problem form end ,even now, the concluding words of many a childish
.argument still ooho faintly in my ears: "I don't care, I hate
which for very many years has
you, and you smell ..." .
exercised the minds of serious
I was reminded of those distant days when a week or two
Collectors. Colonel Blyth
ago,'I was browsing through a little book on elementary
puts deftly his finger on one
of the sore spots of philately. philately. It was one of those small works put together with
the object of giving the budding collector some insight into
After weighing fairly the
the foundations of philatelic study. Writing on the differ"pros" and "cons" he come3to
ences of opinion about the desirability or otherwise of
the conclusion that unused
keeping the original gum on the backs of unused stamps, the
stamps without tho original
author. says,: "Those who maintain that an unused stamp withgum should not be condemned.
But he leaves many questions
out gum is as good philatelically as a mint specimen are the
unanswered. How can we ident- kind of collectors to whom . a few missing perforations are of
ify, for instance, gum differno particular significance, who do not mind their imperforate
enc,f,. such as white or yellow
stamps closely out and who will as soon accept a stamp which
guw,., Ace the gum has been
is badly off centre as one which is well centred ..." These
removed? Does not the disresurely, are sweeping accusations with no attempt at justificgard of gum open the door to
ation - in fact philatelically speaking, personal abuse!
cleaning" of cancellations
One can sympathise with the views of the author without
and'turning less valuable used
approving of his intolerance, but there are two sides to
stamps into higher .priced
every question. In this controversy the case for the opposipseudo-mint specimen? And
tion is put well by Dr. Leon van Straten in a letter publishabove all, should not an unused ed in "The London Philatelist". To ensure their survival,
stamp, i.e. one that has not
he asks dealers and auctioneers to lot classic items enjoy
been used for franking (and
their full value, regardless of the absence of gum, as long
therefore was not cancelled
as the face is correct: for, he says, he has noted in countby the Post Office), have its
less instances that the adhesive has so cracked that the
original condition in which
paper has been literally broken into fragments. He goes on
it was issued by the Postal
to say:
authorities properly preserved?
"The 'full gum' is nothing more than a modern catch-,word,
And if we agree to grant in
and calls for a higher price than if the gum were removed.
future to unused stamps without Of course, I realised that this is a vicious circle as dealgum a similar standing as to
ers and collectors alike think in the same channel when buy-;
mint speoimens,will the cating and selling; assuming the stamp is in good condition
alogues have to introduce a
the gum is examined and if not pristine it becomes an opening
third price column, or will
gambit for haggling and finally the intrinsic value of what
mint stamps be "degraded" to
tho stamp represents is lost. Surely we oolloot tho printed
a lower price level which
face of the stamp, and the gum should bo of little conseobviously must apply for gumquence.
loss unused specimen?
"Yet tf this state of affairs continuos for another fifty
TELL US WHAT Y 0 U THINK
years, there will be hardly an unor•ackod classic loft."
f 1T,7i1i7 mn n A f( n 1
,
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TALKING OF GUM by Lt.Col. J. D. B 1 y t h
(Continued from Page 1)
Whatever one's views may be it is impossible to deny that
the presence of gum is responsible for a great deal of damage and not only to centenarian classics. How many members
of this Society have not seen specimens of the "Standing
Helvetia" and oven later issues which have suffered? The
latest which I can call to mind is a mint badly cracked
copy of the 3 Francs of 1914, which I examined some four
years ago.
In fairness to the author of the book from which I quoted
I must say that he admits that the damage duo to cracking
is one of the strongest arguments put up by collectors who
claim that unused stamps without gum are as desirable as
mint.
"Tho reason why old gum breaks up in this way", ho says,
"is partly because of dryness, and although the gum can
hardly be preserved in its original condition, it sometimes
helps to damp the back of a stamp with a crackly gum, and
very gently smooth out the cracks. This will prevent further
damage and will retain the original gum oven though it is
disturbed."
I cannot help an uneasy suspicion that gum is becoming a
fetish which may lead us into devious and dangerous paths.
Once the gum has been disturbed, the specimen is mint no
longer, and if - as is usual - it is still regarded as being
more valuable than a similar but gumless specimen, it BOOMS
logical to conclude that the difference in price is the
valuation set by fashion on a very small quantity of ancient
adhesives. Whether or not the valuation is a reasonable one
is a matter of personal opinion, but therein the danger lies.
A well known export tolls me that it is possible to buy
small bottles of the correct gum for any past issue, done up
complete with brush and ready for application. Put a coat on
the back of a gumless stamp, dry till brittle; and bend till
crackling appears. A little judicious damping, a little disturbed gum, which the boldest might hesitate to condemn.
And with that knowledge I should want a more convincing
proof than the opinion of an export of the genuineness of
obviously disturbed gum on the back of any stamp. There
will be some, no doubt who will hold that I am tainted with
heresy; but can those who so accuse me be sure that their
mint treasures are all that they believe to be?
Let me end by quoting Zumstein on the subject:
"Mint stamps with gum fully preserved are as a rule more
valuable than those without any gum or with the gum damaged.
It is, however, not always possible to identify beyond doubt
the original gum and therefore advisable to pay more attention to the general condition of tho stamp rather than to the
gum, oven more so with early issues."
:
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1937 PRO JUVENTUTE, 20 c. retouched "A", mint or us. 22/6;

S.D.N., 30 e. Broken Column (Zum.No.212) used . 6/6
h 1938
1924 Arms, 1.20 Frs. (Zum.164) HELVETIA, used ...... 10/-1
8,
1954 5c. Pro Juventute, DOUBLE IMPRESSION, mint
i3
6/6
20 c. Landscape DIE I9 used
1949

1947 Railway Centenary, 20 o. NO TELEGRAPH POLE,mint.25/

NOW BOOKING s 1956 PUBLICITY SET ....e 1/6d.
APPROVALS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES as WANTS LISTS EXECUTED

ai
ii
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J: S. ARMSTRONG
LANCS.
LOW LANE,MORECAMBE.
14,
(Reference: The Editor, Helvetia News Letter)

WO NEW RESORT POSTMARKS
were issued by the P.T.T., for
the tiny picturesque village of
Les Rasses in the Jura, not far
from Yverdon and near the
French frontier; and for Staeffa
on the Lake of Zurich, a wellknown rendezvous of sailing
fans.. Both postmarks show
attractive pictures, tho first
a couple of visitors enjoying
the scenery from dookohairs,
the second two sailing boats
and a bunch of grapes.

A_122, PRO JUVENTUTE VARIETY
is reported by our Berne correspondent, The 9th stamp on
sheet B 111 of the 30 e. value
shows an egg-shaped yellow spot
on the loft wing of the
"Yellow Boar" moth.
NOT QUITE A CLASSIC YET.
The "Schweizer Briefmarko
Zoitung" (the official organ of
the Swiss Phil.Fodoration)
ridicules a note in a British
stamp journal, saying that "up
to 1.80 F. is being paid for
the 30. 1949 Landscape (Zum.
297)" Tho Swiss journal says
that the stamp is not a classic
yet, though some people would
like to make it into one.
In fact tho stamp can be bought
in Switzerland anywhere for
about 40 to 50c,
A LOCAL STAMP EXHIBITION
organised by the philatelic
society of the Oberland will be
mot
held on March 10th and 11 -P.-at
Thun. The large hall of the
Arts Exhibition will house no
less than 1,400 frames. The
P.T.T. is to issue a specialFlag
postmark to be used by an
Automobile P.O. situated in
front of tho hall. Another
"little" provincial exhibition
which will easily outshine what
some people call the "London
National Stamp Exhibition", with
a ratio of two dealers' stalls
to each collector's frame displayed.
OUR ALPINE POST COACHES STORY
which was to begin in this
issue must bo hold over until
the next ono because the illustrations did not arrive from tho
makers in time. This also accounts for the fact that this
issue of tho "News Letter" has
only 4 pages.
ONE OF THE LARGEST AUCTION
in Switzerland will bo hold in
Zurich in March. Wo shall report

iw.
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POSTAGE DARK INGS

SWISS METER
If the ordinary
collector can manage to
get the 26 fixed denominations, and one saoh
of the different designs,
he will be just as
"complete" as anyone who
has a single "Penny
Black" or one "Penny
Red" in his G.B. collection. It is only when
one goes in for the "die"
numbers and postmarks
that the fun - or the
trouble, according to how
you look at it - begins.

Llll k
'91111'

Illustrations of the most frequent "townmarks"
Bottom rows G,H,I,K,L, and M.
Top rows A,B,C,D,E,F,

If all the above number have been issued, it
What is known as the "die" number would
be more accurately described as tho identif- would moan that Switzerland has, or had, 4,521
machines in use. While, in fact, some of the
ication number allotted by the P.T.T. to the
large firms manufacturing the franking machines
licenee of the marking machine. Tho same
such as Universal and Safag, have secured'
number - that of his licenced machine - appallotment of licensing numbers in advance, that
ears on all denominations which the machine
is, for machines which they did not actually
is capable to print. The capacity to produce
th r---viange of denominations is determined by
supply to customers, during recent years, a
number of now models, including Italian and
the size of the "drum". As far as I know,
German built ones, came on the market and wore
five different makes of machines, Swiss, Am-•
erican, British and German, are being used in allotted further numbers. At the moment my list
Switzerland. Most of.thom can print five dif- of those numbers is not yet complete and I must
leave it to a "supplement" to complete the
ferent denominations, mainly those normally
members list.
used by a firm for its commercial mail. But
The position of the "Die Number" is within
there are "drums", for most of these machines
the oval as a rule, but it also appears in
which can produce 10 and more different denmany cases, particular in the rectangular
ominations (or values). But, for instance, a
mail order firm or a publicity company which
designs, in other places. In the "townmarks"
sends out huge quantities of missives of very it appears in the lower segment of the circle.
The "townmarks" provide a wide range for
different weight, may use several different.
the specialist collector. Those townmarks are
machines with many different denominations.
Obviously, there can be also two or three equivalent to postmarks, but they aro not
markings on the same wrapping or envelope, of applie d by the Post Office, but by the franking
various denominations, in the same way as one machine, at the same time as it prints the
denomination '(or value) tablet. On the older
mav-1, for example, a total of F 1.50 by
stiecing three stamps on the wrapper, one for machines few townamarks were incorporated,•but
newer models are mostly provided with them, as
F 1.-, one for 20 C. and one for 30 C.
they show not only the town but also the date.
The Swiss Post Office, in the course of
The main types of these townmarks can bo
many years, allocated licence numbers to tho
classified
as follows:
various machines and proceeded in a certain
Single
Circle
order. Thus the following machines (makes)
(A)
(B) Single Circle with Cross
were allocated licence numbers as follows:
(C) Circle with Segments, Cross and Postal
"Franco-Masohine" :100 to 104,106 to 111,
District (for instance VII)
113,115,116,118,120;
(D) Circle with Segments, Cross and
"Francopost" :112,114,119,121;
Licence (Machine) Number
"Hasler" s 105,117,201-800,1001-2000,
Circle
with'Segments, Vortioal lines
(E)
4000 to 4376;
above
date, Postal District
"Universal" : No.5, 801-1000,2001-3000;
Circle with Segments, Vertical lines
"Safes" s 3001 to 3999.
above date, Licenco(Machino) Number
The "Franco-Maschine" and the "Franoopost"
Circle with Segments, Vortical lines
are old models, now very little in use. The
above and below date.
latter was practically completely replaced by
(To be continued)
the "Safag" machine.
(F)

(G)
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When spending money on stamps, the average collector,
even though he is prepared to pay for the pleasure he
gets from his collection, likes to know that he is
adding value to it as well! We all remember the boom
at the end. of the War when pounds spent on many
Colonial and Foreign items were subsequently found to

„2 a 2222 a 2 o2

THERE IS ONE COUNTRY HOWEVER, WHERE
THIS NEVER DID HAPPEN, NOR EVER, WILL
_..SWITZERLAND--

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON.N.12
"The Swiss Specialists"
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FROM THE COMMITTEE
ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND
(Continued)
The fact that Switzerland, so insignificant a
country from the economic standpoint, should have
become the home of 4i million people, is due entirely to the intelligence and hard work of its
population. Without those characteristics it would
havé been quite impossible to raise the economy of
their country to such a level of prosperity.
But only a free people could attain this standard, and only as a free state could Switzerland,
remote from the sea coast and without her own
sources of raw materials, succeed in taking a
prominent part in world trade and in commanding
the respect of all nations.
We must, therefore, regard the independence of
the Swiss people as having the significance of a
"staple raw material", and accepting this, we must
enquire into the origins of that freedom.
In the 13th century, under the
Holy Roman Empire, the three communications of Uri, Schwyz and
Unterwalden took up their own defence against the ambitions of
the House of Hapsburg. The Empire
was then falling to pieces and
could offer no protection. The
THE FIRST
three cantons formed an alliance
in 1291. Thus a new political
LEAGUE
principle was put into action.
The Empire's mission had been to maintain rights
and uphold peace in a large part of Europe. When
its protection weakened, there arose in its place
the first alliance of free people.
The "Everlasting League" sworn to by the three
tiny states in 1291 and renewed at Brunnen in 1315,
became the foundation stone of the Swiss nationhood. The League was later strengthened by other
communitites and cantons which joined it. Gradually, the influence of various overlords was eliminated or limited, until finally the original three
founders had formed a solid league with Lucerne,
Zurich, Berne, Glarus and Zug; later in the 16th
century it was increased by the adherence of
Fribourg, Solothurn, Basle; Schaffhausen, and then
Appenzell. The city and abbey of St Gall, Bienne,
Neuchatel, Geneva, the Rhaetian Leagues (in
Grisons) and part of the Valais came in as "association districts".
But the solidarity and existence of the League
were put to severe torts by many attacks from outside, and particularly by the Austrian rulers. At
Morgarten, in 1315, the Swiss forces crushed a
much larger and better armed Hapsburg army, and at
•
Sempach, where Winkelried
sacrificed his life, the Swiss
again defeated the Austrians.
In the second half of the 15th
century, another threat came
from the West, and it was
Charles the Bold, Duke of
Burgundy, who after an attempt
at crushing the League, fell
victim to the small but brave
Swisa defence army. Yet sooner
or later the clash with the
Empire itself became inevitable.
THE BATTLE OF

NEW "SWITZERLAND ONLY" DEALER
I Our member, Mr.J.S.Armstrong, of Morecambe,Lanos., has established himself
as a stamp dealer and will concentrate
on specialising Switzerland. Known to
us for many years, Mr. Armstrong will
certainly provide a very good and reliable service and we can recommend him
to all our members. He assures us that
his prices will be most competitive and
that he will try to satisfy all requirements by a comprehensive Approval and
New Issue Service. He has good contacts
with Swiss dealers, and says that he
will be able to provide many out of the
way "wants". His first advertisement
containing some interesting offers appears on page 2 of this "Helvetia News
Letter".
SITTING HELVETIA QUERY
Our member, Mr.M.Hussey('"Crossways",
Kingwood, Henley on Thames) would like
information from members on . posting
dates prior to October 17th,1877 o'—`he
'split bottom frame line' variety or
the 10c. red "Sitting Helvetia" 1867/78
(Zum.No.38, Plattonfehler 7).
Can anybody oblige?
LONDON

GROUP

There was a most satisfactory attendance at the meeting hold on February 7
and we were pleased to welcome four now
members. The subject for tho evening
was "Who's Who on Swiss Stamps" consisting of a display and talk by Mrs. E.J.
Ravunsley. She showed stamps portraying
the various celebrities, mounted individually on "miniature sheets", each
excellently written up with a short biography, and then divided into grc "'e
such as "Patriors,.Soldiers, Statebwen,
Servers of Mankind, and the Arts and
Sciences", such providing a fine presentation of an interesting side-line
collection.
Members greatly enjoyed the display
and congratulated our Hon.Secretary,
who had already on a previous occasion
excelled with another "side-line", that
of Swiss heraldry.
The next mooting of the London Group
will be hold on Tuesday, Mach 6th, at
6.30 p.m. at the Swan Hotel, Cosmo Place
Southampton Row, W.C.l, when Mr. E.H.
Spiro will show the second part of his
Swiss airmail collection.
GROUP
Y O R K S/ L A N C S
ag g,o go000099999922928;288 829 99999:
The next meeting takes place on March
10th at 2.30 p.m. at the residence of•Mr,
J.N.Highsted,4,Park View Road, Heaton, •
Bradford) when Mr.Laurence Moore,M.B.E.,
will give a talks and display on "The
Helvetian Republic". At the February
meeting? the Group conducted a "Quiz"(or
should it be a "Queez", to rhyme with
Freeze, which has hit Yorkshire even
,

,
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Chairman:
DR. F.H. TAYLOR O.B.E.
17, Belltrees Grove,
London. S.W. 16.

Hon. Secretary:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.

Hon.Exob ngo Pkt.Supt:1
Hon. Trea urer:
I
NR.' J.H.. -SHORT,
MR. A.J. H .RDINGi
115, Peppard. Road,
31, Somerset Way, 1
Caversham. Readin
Ivey. Lucks.
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Editorial
FEWER MODERN SWISS STAMPS

RIA 195 ö
:

The abolition of the Swiss
postage due stamps follows
th;, scision to abolish the
Swiss airmail stamps, which
disappeared in 1952.
Thus the field of "modern"
Swiss issues has substantially contracted' luring the
last few years, even if we
take into account the now
regular annual issues of the
"publicity stamps".
While aero-philatelists may
regret the disappearance of
tho airmail stamps, no ono
will shed tears for the dues.
Swiss postage dues in the
past - between 1878 and 1910
provided a wide and interesting field for the specialie--But later issues were
not chor of groat philatelic
interest nor did their dull
designs provide attractive
additions to our album pages.
Gradually, over twenty
years, the P.T.T. disposed of
the various "service" stamps,
such as the Franco and Hospital stamps, and by reducing
the number of United Nations
service issues has deserved
oollectorst approval.
With fewer of the "unpopular" modern stamps to worry
about, collectors of Switzerland can turn their attention
to the far more gratifying
study of older issues.
Not everybody's pocket perk`mits toindulge.lin collecting
cantonal and classic stamps.
But there is a wide and fascinating field to explore in
the "middle issues", from the
Standing Helvetia to the Tell
and Teilboy and Landscape
series.

A STAMP IN HONOUR OF THE SWISS HOUSEWIFE
What is probably the first stamp ever issued by any country
in the world to pay tribute to the housewife, will be included
in the Pro Patria series of 1955, to ba issued on June 1.
Once again, as on many previous occasions, the "HELVETIA
NEWS LETTER" is in the pleasant position to "scoop" the philatelic magazines by being "first with the news" about the Swiss
"Summer - Charity Issue".
•
The set will again consist of five values, of which the 50.
stamp will have a design honouring the housewife, while the
other four values bring more pictures of Swiss lakes and
water-courses.
The 50. value, printed in greenish blue by the P.T.T. printing works in the rotary line-engraving process on smooth white
paper, was designed by Eugen and Max Lenz, the well-known
Zurich poster artists, and engraved by Albert Yersin.
The motif shows (according to the official P.T.T. description)
"symbols of feminine work, devotion and domestic arts" - and
any mother and wife will easily recognise them:- a stout
wooden kitchen spoon, a pair of scissors, and - in front of
these tools of tho housewife, a rose in full bloom -which
realists will imagine to represent embroidery and sentimentalists will interpret as a symbol of woman hood ...
Tv;o lakes and two rivers are depicted on the other values.
(Please turn to Page 2)

END OF SWISS POSTAGE DUES
IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL - VALIDITY TO END ON DECEMBER 31, 1956
The..P.T.T. has just officially announced that the current
postage due stamps'in the 1938 design (comprising values of 5,
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 c.) are being withdrawn and will
not be used for recovering insufficient postage. From now on
only ordinary postage stamps will be used for this purpose and
no further issue of postage due stamps is intended. The 1938
values will be sold to collectors by the P.T.T. Philatelic
Agency, but will lose validity by December 31, 1956, when also
the philatelic sales will end and remaining stooks destroyed.
For the last two years - as reported on several occasions in
our "NEWS LETTER" - ordinary postage stamps have been used
in two or three of the largest postal districts, including
Zurich and Basle, for recovering postage dues. The experiment
apparently provided satisfactory results and thus brought the
death verdict for the rod postage due stamps.

Page 2
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SWISS WRITE MOST LETTERS

All of them were designed by a now artist, Ponziano To gni, a
native of Mesocco in Italian speaking Ticino, and printed in
Recent statistics compiled
rotogravure by Courvoisior of La Chaux do Fonds, on white
from official sources by the
granite paper (with admixture of red and blue fibres).
Universal Postal Union show
The 10c. =. green and yellow green - depicts the Rhone at
that Switzerland heads the
St. Maurice, with the Abbey Church on the right shore. The
list of all countries in the
church contains many treasures, the clock tower built at the
world as regards the number
base of a steep wall of rook was severely damaged some years
of letters and other mail '
ago by a landslide, but is now reconstructed.
posted each year. Obviously,
On the 20c. stamp - brownish carmine and reddish-light
the figures are per head of
brown - is depicted one of the smallest and least known of the population, as the 4i million
1,500 Swiss lakes. It is the Katzensee, or Cat's Lake, situ- Swiss could hardly compete
stem only a few miles north-west of Adlikon and theairport
with the 180 million Americans
of Kloten. Though only a stone's throw from the bustle of
or 53 million British, as
Switzerland's largest city, the little lake has an idyllic
regards absolute figures.
serenity.
Hem are the figures s
The two highest values depict scenery from Easter Switzerwitzerland • o o . .
....241
land, The 30 o. stamp shows the Rhino valley n%ar Trill. The
226
Belgium .......
185
design printed in brown and yellowish brown convoys well the
Gt,Britain
majestic scene of the Vorder-Rhine surging through the wooded Luxembourg
175
landscape northwards. The little village of Trin lies north of Netherland
149
the Rhine, on a road from Reichenau-Tamins to the famous
16
Sweden
Grisons resort of Flims Waldhaus.
Western Germany
On the 40 c. value we see the Wallensoe, known to British
104
Aus tri a
tourists as the Lake of Wallenstaft , Switzerland's twelfth
Norway
95
largest lake, 15 km. long and 2 km. wide. It lies at the foot Italy
72
It is remarkable that
of the Churfirsten and offers from its south shores a wenderful sight of the seven peaks of the Churfirsten.- Selun,,,
France is near the bottom end
of the list, with less than
Frumsel, Brisi, Zustoll, Scheibenstoll, Hinterruck and Kaseruck. Two of the resorts on the Wallonsee Weesen and Wallon50 letters per head a year.
stadt are favourites with British tourists. The colours of
"DAY OF STAMP" COLLECTION
this stamp - blue and light blue convey very well the atmosAT THUN EXHIBITION.
phere of this "wild" lake.
All five values are printed in sheets of 50; the 50. in
A fine collection of "Day
four sheets (numbered 1 to 4) per cylinder, the other values
of Stamp" issues from all the
in two sheets (A and B) per cylinder. While the margins of
world, but particularly comthe 5 c. bear only the statement of value, the other sheets
plete and well presented as
give on the margins details of the design motifs, the inscrregards the Swiss "Days", was
iption PRO PATRIA, the value and the duration of validity.
shown at the Borne Oberland
Tho sories'will be sold -» at the usual surtax price of 5+5, Stamp Exhibition at Thun which
10+10. 20+10, 30+10,and 40+10 o. - from Juno 1 to August 31,
was hold on March 10 and 1 â,
at all Swiss pest offices. The revenue from the surtax will
It is now 20 years since the
go to a National Fund "For The Swiss Woman in the Service of
first "Day of Stamp" was held.
the People" (90 p.04, and the Swiss National. Library in
Many countries have issued
Berne and a new fund for the founding of an Academy of Arts
special commemorative stamps
and Letters will each benefit at 5 p.o. of the total revenue. for these occasions but Switzerland wisely restricted the
celebrations to a special
postmark and privately issued
5/
c. Railway, BROKEN WHEEL, mint
postcards.
1/1d
Zum.No.27$,10c. BLUE-.GREY ENGINE, used
PRO PATRIA F.D.C.
4/6d.
Ztun.No.279,20c. MISSING OVERHEAD WIRE, mint
The National Fete Committee
2/6d.
Zum.No.254g DURCHH1LLTEN underlined, used
will
issue a special envelope
Zum.No.253, Borne Anniversary, SPIDER ON
(with
an embossed Swiss ConH!l R, mint 5/9d.
federation
emblem and approp'
Postal Coach, "EXTRA BLIND
Zum.No.314,
riate
inscriptions)
to bo used
PASSENGER",mint 2/6d,
for the Pro Patric stamps. The
10/6d.
Pro Juventute 1929, 20c. MILESTONE RETOUCH
P.T.T.Philatelic Agency will
22/6d..
Airmail 1941, 500. DOUBLE IMPRESSION, mint .,
supply the envelopes (price
20c.) or together with a comOther varieties in stock
plete set of the stamps bearApprovals in request
ing First Day postmarks (in
r
ge^rmaan, French or Italian) at
F.1.ä0. The F.D.postmarks are
the usual "Ausgabetage", "Jour
LANCS.
MORECAMBE
14, LOW LANE
d'emission" and "Giorno d'
emmissione" cancellations,
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MORE SWISS . VARIETIES
Zum.No.277 45
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AT THE CRADLE OF THE GREAT CLASSIC STAEP
By E.H.Spiro, R.P.S.,L.
It is not often that we can trade the birth story of a classic issue in all its details.
Research work is frustrated on many occasions by lack of'documentary evidence. Only a few of
the groat printerios have preserved their business books, and oven many postal authorities
have either destroyed their old files or stored them away in inaccessible, forgotten vaults.
Of many of the classic stamps we know little about their conception, in spite of untiring
attempts at discovery by postal historians.
Luckily this is not the case with the
Geneva, Large Eagle issue, on dark' green
paper, of 1848, one of tho great gems
of Swiss cantonal issues, and one of
their last, before the advent of the
"transitional stamps" and the Federal
issues.
Wo can inspect all the documents and
correspondence, well preserved in the
State Archives of tho Canton of Geneva.
We know the exact date when the first
delivery was made"by the printer,'
Charles A. Schmid who on Tuesday, the
22n,4--ofAugust 1848
,
appeared prc. aly in his Sunday-best -with a
heavy parcel under his arm at' the
The unique Duveen-Lichtenstein Block
bureau of the Geneva, Postal Director,
.

:

M.Jiraux, and putting down his parcel on
his desk, humbly presented, his bill for
the printing of the lithographed stamp
order.
At tho Genova Archives I held;this bill,
Written in a spidery handwriting but with
groat flourish, in my hand.
It reads

authorities we also learn that during 1847 alone
no less than 62,000 copies of the first "Large
Eagle" issue had been sold. Thus, by August
1848, when M. Schmid made his delivery of the
dark-green 50., the stocks of the post office
must have boon sadly depleted.
He had been asked to produce 50,000 more,
"exactly as those ordered before". But, alas,
H. Schmid had run out of the yellow-green paper
"Pour uno fourniture du 22 aout 1848.
and without oven troubling to ask for the Post
Imprime 500 fouilles do cachets d''
Director's opinion, he simply bought some dark
äffranchisoment'(100 a la fouille),
green paper and proceeded to lithograph tho
gommo los Bites, of fourni uno demio
second printing. Little he knew that during
ramo do papier vort .........45 4r."
the century to follow, stamp collectors will
(Translation: "For a delivery on August
carefully distinguish between Zumstoin No.6
22,E-Pk48. Printed 500 sheets of `cachets
and Zumstoin No.7, and that tho latter will be
fos s:tanking (100 in a shoot), gummed
valued almost twice as much as the first ono.
the same and supplied half a roam of
Of the 500 sheets which L1.Schmid delivered
groan paper
45 fr•")
none has survived to this day - in contrast with
the yellow-green stamp, of which at"least one
At the rate of exchange at that time
complete shoot still exists. Indeed, only very
the printing bill of Yonsiour Schmid
few panes are still with us, all of thorn small
amounted to a little more than E2
and all of them of greatest rarity.
Sterling.
The largest mint pane is the block of'12,
Even so M.Schmid. had to wait'' until
depicted
above and known as the Duvoon-LiohtonJanuary 5th 1849 for his'money, when stein block. This unique piece was acquired at
according to his receipt, also prosorvod
tho turn of the century by the famous at dealin the Archives - his bill was duly paid.
er and collector, H.J.Duveen (whose son, Sir
The'total printing of'the,5c. dark
Geoffrey Duveen is also a well-known collector,
green, was therefore 50,000. In 1847, as
author of a book on the stamps of Gibraltar and
we know, the stamp appeared on yellows green
a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society).
paper and the printing was then 100,000.
(To be continued)
But from documents of the Genova postal
.

.

THE FINEST INVESTMENT
When spending money on stamps, the average collector,
even though he is prepared to pay for the pleasure he
gets from his collection, likes to know that he is
adding value to it as well! We all remember the boom
at the end of the War when pounds spent on many
Colonial and Foreign items wore subsequently found to
bo worth shillings only!

TiiERE IS ONE COUNTRY HOWEVER, WHERE
THIS NEVER DID HAPPEN, NOR EVER WILL.
SWITZERLAND
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON.N.12
"The Swiss Specialists"

SMALL PRINTINGS OF LAUSANNE
Double circle, cross above date Postal District
below date;
Double' circle; cross above date, Machine Number
below date; '
Double circlq; vertical lines above date, Postal
district belw date;
Double circle; vertical lines above date, Machine
Number below date;
Double circle; vertical lines above and below
date.
,

The upper portion of the townmark contains tho name of
the town and often the District Number. The lower may contain the name of the district, or ornamentation such as a
cross or stars. Shaded segments normally contain six thick
vertical lines. There is considerable variation in size of
the segments and the date spaces.
Sp acin g and Slogans

MIINIATURE SHEET AND U.N.O
STAMP. The official figures now
released by the P.T.T. about the
printings and sales of the Lausanne Exhibition Minhturo sheet
and the U.N. 40 c. commemorative
stamp (which was valid only from
October 24 to Deoember 31st 1959
show that both those issues
should soon appreciate its value
Tho Miniature shoot was issued
in 224,150 copies, while the
total printing of the U.N. stamp
was only 221.250.
PUBLICITY STAMPS AND PRO PATRIA

1955 PRINTINGS wore as follows:

Most of the Meter Franking machines provided and provide
an opportunity for the commercial firms using them to include some slogan or other publicity devise (for instance
a registered trade mark) next to the town-mark and the
"frank". Thus we have to distinguish between "Wide" and
"Narrow" spacing, the first permitting the insertion of
the slogan between the townmark and the "franking" die,
while the other brings the townmark next to the die.
Slogans may be found to the right or to the left of the
townmark, or even on both sides.
In a lesser number of eases, a slogan - usually only the
name of the firm - is found below the townmark, with or
without a larger slogan, in one or the other positions indicated before. A range of slogans obviously adds to the
interest of a motor stamps collection; and there again a
collector who wants to be exhaustive (and also exhausted!
can have his fill if he tries to secure specimens showing
all possible permutations of the combinations indicated .
above.
However, the number of machines to which slogans are
fitted still does not exceed about 30 p.c. 9 while it was a
mere 5 p.c. before the war.
In order not to discourage collectors who want to go for
motor stamp collecting but may be overawed by the seemingly
great variety of meter "fran
ks" described in this article,
I should like to add that an interesting collection can be
assembled and kept in reasonable bounds, if only one impression from a machine of the various types described is
included, with an accumulation of such townmarks and slogans
as can be seouredm while all the many Die numbers can be
safely ignored.
)

NORTHERN MEMBERS PLAY COPS AND ROBBERS
An unexpected surprise was provided by Mr. J. Manning of
the West Riding Police Constabulary at the April meeting
of the Yorkshire/Lancashire Group of the Helvetia P.S.
Mr. Manning brough an Ultra-violet lamp which he first used
in detecting which of the members present "stole" a note.
The lamp showed up an apparently invisible message from a
"secret Agent". It also showed up forged postmarks cleaned pen cancellations and repaired stamps.
Finally, Mr. Hamilton's rare Cantonals were checked against
forgeries of the same stamps, and the differences became
obvious under the lamp. One forged "Basle Dove" proved to
be printed in aniline ink - but aniline dies were not known
until about 1860! The Yorks/Lancs. Group is now oontomplattng buying a lamp for the use of members. (Continued above
,

Publicity: •5c. 6,986 411;
10c. 189336,396; 20c. 12,05-.751
and 40c. 4,082,941.
. 9

Pro Patria 1955: 5c• 1064,644;
10c. 3962294749 20c. 2,974,100;
30c. 1,047,503; and 40 centimes
1,216,002. As usual, the 30 e.
value is the most elusive.
VARIETIES ON NEW PUBLICITY
STAMPS are reported by our Berne
correspondent. On the 50. value
(Postal Coach) a white spot on
the radiator (Sheet B 111 9 12th
stamp); a retouch in front of
left front wheel (same sheet,
16th stamp). On the 10c. value
(Simplon) a retouch of the green
background between the tunnel
and the top of the tower.

FLAG POSTMARK FOR OBERLAND STAMP
EXHIBITION was issued by the
P.T.T. and used by an Automobile
Post Office
at Thun on
March 10th
berlândische
and 11th.
riefmarken.
The post usstellunQ
mark shows
h u n 10./11. 3.5 .
the castle
of Thun.
(Continued from adjoining column ...)
Before the amateur detectives
got busy with the lamp, Mr. E.M.
Hamilton of Manchester, gave a
fascinating display of "Strubelis'
and "Sitting Helvetia" issues
including theZum.No.22a in the
rare wine -red shade. Mr.Hamilton
showed a wonderful wealth of
varieties in both issues and road
a most helpful paper.
Another pleasure was the sight
of Mr. J.H. Short's winning
entry for the Annual Cu Competition on the 1900"U.P.Up issues
which he sent to the Group.
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The design of
the commemorative
stamp was taken from
the photo opposite.

ON JUNE 1 IT WILL BE
FIFTY YEARS THAT THE SWISS
POST OFFICE INTRODUCED
MOTORISED VEHICLES FOR
PASSENGER AND MAIL TRANSPORT. FROM VERY MODEST
BEGINNINGS THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO ONE
THAT HAS BECOME THE FINEST IN THE WHOLE WCRLD AND
HAS OPENED THE WONDERFUL ALPINE SCENE TO THE
TOURIST OF MODEST MEANS.

The first Postal Motor Coach for Passenger and Mail transport, which ran in 1906
on the route between Berne and Detlingen.

Regular mail routes plied by the postilion in the territory which is today Switzerland go
back to the 17th century, Among the earliest wore that over the Simplon Pass, which started
on January, let 1640 when mail was carried every Wednesday from Genova to Milan (tho journey
took 8 days) and that over the Great St. Bernhard, established by the Berneso patrician,.
Beatus Fischer, in 1675 for the carriage of mail mad passengers to Turin. In 1653, Diego
Maderni of Lugano organized a weekly service over the St. Gothard from Lucerne to Milan,
whisk was later extended to Basle. But most of these services were carried out on horseback
or .metimes on mules, the postilion guiding his passengers. Vehicles were however used on
some of them and the first carriage over to cross the St. Gothard was that carrying the
English mineralogist, Mr. Groville, in 1775. For two centuries the postal coach Services
run by cantonal authorities, private entrepreneurs, wealthy merchants or foreign "licensees".
With the birth of the Confederation, the stage coach service was taken over by the Federal
authorities and from 1850 onwards we encounter the "official" Swiss Postal Coach on many
routes.
Under the aegis of the White Cross on red background painted on the black and yellow panels,
the routes run over mountain roads and across valleys. The vehicles represented a motley of
clumsy stage waggons - with 18 to 20 passengers tightly packed, of light "pavilions", carrying
6 to 8 travellers, of small "berlines" and the more graceful small "caleches" - with four
seats, or the "cabriolet" providing only 2 seats. The Federal Post had taken over these
vehicles from the various cantonal and private coach services and no claim was made as to the
comford or speed offered to the travellers. Neither was the transport of mail particularly
quick or reliable.
The entire history of the old Federal dilligence is that of a retreat, step by step, before
the locomotive engine, the advent of which almost coincided with the taking over of the
postal coach services by the Federal Post Office. The railways, then privately owned, began
ve_„ early to provide a dangerous competition to the postal passenger transport. When the
Federal Post Office took over the coach services, the first railway was already running for
five years, between Zurich and Baden, and everywhere new railway lines were being opened,
tunnels pierced, rivers and gorges bridged.
Little wonder, therefore, that the Post Office had to be on the alert and had to try and
improve its coach services in order to meet the rapidly growing railway competition. The
improvements were achieved quickly and successfully.
By 1870 more than 500 coach routes had been extended
all over the country, the speed of the dilligencos
was greatly increased and the comfort provided for
the passengers much improved.
At the beginning of the 80s Baedeker remarks
in one of his famous guide bookss "The Swiss
post coaches distinguish themselves by
their fine quality as well as reliability
and low fares ...
Then came the advent of the combustion
engine and the groat revolution of road
transport by the automobile, a conquest
which in many ways is today regarded as
a mixed blessing. The Swiss Post Office
was quick to make use of the new "horseloss carriage". In the subsequent instalments of this series of articles we
shall see how the Swiss Post Office became a
pioneer and brought motor coach transport to
One of the old "dilligences" of the
unrivalled perfection.
lm,,
Pnr1Garai Pnai: ffi nn_
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ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND
(Continued)
When the Hapsburg empire set about reforming
itself and restoring its power by the institution
of an Imperial Court and an Imperial government,
and when, moreover, it imposed an imperial tax,
the League came into open conflict with it. In
1499, the victory in the Swabian war against
Emperor Maximilian meant the effective separation
of the Swiss cantons from the Empire - the final
stage in a long development.
The Peace of
Westphalia, which
brought the 30years'war to an
end in 1648 formally recognised
what has been for
The League's Constitution
a long time an
in the 15th Century
accomplished fact.
In 1948 Switzerland celebrated the 300th anniversary of this important event in her history
and a commemorative stamp (Zum.No.281) showing
the Swiss leader Johann Rudolf Wottstoin, who
represented the Swiss League at the peace conference, was issued.
While some of the rich and powerful cantons undertook warlike actions to enhance their wealth or
prestige - for instance Berne conquered the Savoy
province of Vaud in 1536- the League as such
undertook only once a national war, against the
Duchy of Milan. But the Swiss were beaten and
after their disastrous retreat from Marignano in
1515, the Confederation learned its lesson and
withdrew from European "power politics". Thus,
it can be said that Swiss neutrality is, in fact,
more than 400 years old.
There were several conflicts between the cantons
themselves - caused by religious quarrels between
Protestants and Catholics, which at times were
settled by arms. But since the 16th century the
Confederation never waged an external war again.
Like in the middle ages by the Hapsburg empire,
thé Confederation was seriously threatened again
in the very beginning of the 19th century by another conquest-hungry emperor - Napoleon 1.'
When he sot out changing the face of Europe, he
"unified" the loosely woven Confederation into
centrally governed "Helvetia Republic", annecting
at the same time large parts of Switzerland and
adding them to his French Empire. But the experiment was short-lived. The Confederation broke up
in 1798, with some of the cantons joining the new
French regime, but a few years later Napoleon himself, realizing his mistake dissolved the "Helvetia Republic" and after his downfall in 1814, the
Confederation re-emerged, stronger than before
and was solemnly recognized by the victorious
powers at the Peace Congress of Vienna in 1815.
Thirtythree years later, in 1848, the League -» a
federation of cantons - was given a new and most
progressive constitution on a really federal basis
By unification pf law, a common currency, federal
customs and duties, a federal parliament and government, unified postal system and a centralized
army a new state emerged - the Switzerland, or
Holvetita, as we know it today.
In the next instalments we shall learn a little
mnrn aheut the return of the Swiss state as it is
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS.. One of our now momhors, Mr. R.W. Rimmor has presented the
library with a bound volume of the
"PHILATELIC RECORD" for 1907. It contains
- in English - the revised edition of the
articles by A.de Reuterskiold on the
"FORGERIES OF THE CANTONAL STAMPS".
These articles were originally published
in French in a volume entitled "Les
Timbres Cantonaux de la Suisse et leurs
Falsifications", a copy of which is in
the Library, but the gift of an English
translation was, of course, most welcome.
PHOTO COPYING One of our members is
willing to undertake this work at very
reasonable cost. This is most useful
for obtaining enlargements of stamps,
copies of articles illustrating postmarks,
route maps etc. Enquiries to the Hon.
Secretary, please.
LONDON

GROUP

The subject for the meeting on April 3
was "POSTMARKS AND CANCELLATIONS". Mr.
J.H. Short opened the proceedings with a
fine selection of early covers, the oldest bearing a bar cancellation of "Genovo"
of 1747. Further items included many
very fine examples of the Ticino oval
postmarks. Other examples of unusual cancellations were shown by Mr.G.W.Daglish
and Mr.L.E.Stiles.
Mrs.Rawnsley then showed a selection of
sheets tracing the development of the
Swiss postmark through its various stages,
and including military and customs marks.
(Incidentally the same selection earned
her at a competition . display . at the Ilford
P.S. the first prize, a fact, which Mrs.
Rawnsley modestly concealed and which —as
disclosed by the President.)
Mr. Spiro wound up with a few items of
modern "P.P." marks and those used for
"cash on delivery' (Nachnahme) mail. •
The next mooting (at The Swan Hotel,
Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, W.C.1., at
6.30 p.m.) will bo hold on Tuesday, May
lst, when the subject : will be "Swiss
Provisionals", opening with a display by
Mr.E.H.Spiro. Members attending are.asked to contribute to this display.
"THE PROBLEM OF GUM" - READERS LETTERS

In response to the article under this title by Colonel Blyth and to our editorial
comments, the E ditor.rocoived quite a
number of letters from Members and readers
and also hoard verbal opinions at the
March meeting of the London Group. Owing
to pressure on space in this issue of the
"News Letter" caused by the long report on
the Pro Patria set and by the start of the
new series on the Postal Coach Services,
the publications of the comments on the
gum problem are hold over until next month
so that the interesting matter can be
dealt with in detail.
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EDITORIAL

A SWISS JUBILEE YEAR

•

Three Swiss stamps in the
"Publicity" series this year
cort - rate
important mile:,
stones'in modern Swiss history;
- the golden jubilees of the
opening of the Simplon Tunnel,
the introduction of motorized
poet coaches, and the silver
jubilee of Swissair.
Maybe that readers of our
"Helvetia News Letter" feel
that the editor has devoted
too much space for articles
and notes dealing With these
jubilant oceasions, rather
than reserve it for more
"philatelic" subjects. But
it must be remembered that
all these events exercised
enormous influence upon
pos'--- transport and postal
history, which are parts of
our hobby, if we take it
seriously.
A word of appreciation for
the restraint exorcised by
the P.T.T. on these occasions
should be added. It must
have been tempting to issue
several "commemorative sets"
of stamps to celebrate each
of the jubilees. Yet the
P.T.T. was satisfied to do
with only three stamps, without any surtax and of small
denominations. This is in
pleasant contrast with the
practices of most other
postal authorities - not •
necessarily only of Monaco,
San Marino, Hungary or
Belgium - who never fail
taking advantage of collectors by ransacking their
pockets on every possible and often also impossible occasions.
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By EDITH M. FAULSTICH

FIPEX

President of the Helvetia Society of America and. Editor of
the "Helvetia Bulletin"S.A.
)
(U.
(We are pleased to publish the impressions
of the "greatest Philatelic show on earth"
from the pen of a distinguished American philatelist,
who is a Honorary Member of our Society)

The first thing to moot my eye at FIPEX, oven before the show
opened; was Switzerland in all its glory. Before the Coliseum
doors swung wide for the public -, while men and women were busy
setting up their exhibits, I had, to use the now famous
•
'elevator 20' on Now York's 60th Street and be passed into the
inner sanctum of the stamp show. Elevator 20 wont to the
fourth floor and, as I stopped off, handsome scenes of the Alps,
the Swiss countryside, and air-mail views greeted me.
Just behind this display I found Fr. Schupbach, Jules
Hagnauer and Fritz Balsiger of the Swiss P.T.T. It had been my
privilege to moot Mr. Hagnauor at CIPEX nine years ago and it
was a joy to meet Mr. Schupbach with whom I had often corresponded. Fritz Balsiger designed the conveyor belt which gave
enthusiastic collectors a chance to view Swiss stamps while
resting weary feet. One sot down before a table and, leisurely
watched the beautiful panorama pass in front of him.
The Courvoisier display was also handsome and included,
besides Swiss material, many of the stamps printed by that
famous firm for other countries.
SWISS IS BEST IN EUROPEAN

SECTION

Section 3 in the stamp exhibition comprised Europe (except
Britain and British Empire). It was perhaps the biggest
section in the show. Surely the competition was more than
heavy, for the exhibitors of Swiss material did not only have
to compete against other collectors of Swiss issues, but also
of such favourite countries as Franco, Belgium, Italy and.
Italian old states, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Germany, Russia and about every other European country ... Yet
the winner of the best collection in the entire European
section was Heinrich Ruegg, of St. Gallen, who took the "Best
in Section" Trophy for his magnificent collections of Swiss
classics and issues until 1862.
I had the good fortune to chat with Mr. Ruogg - with my
husband, acting as interpreter - and found that immaculate
material such as his is usually found only in old personal
correspondence. Mr. Buhlor, the exhibition's juror from
Switzerland, was evidently as pleased as Mr. Ruegg, for he
beamed happily when we discussed that "Bost in Section" Swiss
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SWITZERLAND AT "FIPEX" (Continued from the front page)
Peter Brodtbock, of Liesthal, won a gold modal for "Classic
Europe" in the same section, and Maurice Tripot, of Now York,;
took a bronze medal for his Swiss exhibit.
In Section 6 (Air Mails) Mr. Tripot took a silver-gilt
medal for his Swiss airmail material, and Fred V. Loeligor,
of New Jersey, was awarded a silver medal for Swiss air
issues, while Dr. Max Kronstein, of New York, took a bronze
medal for Swiss "aviation pioneers".
One of the highlights of the show for the writer' was a private luncheon for eight at the New York Athletic Club, at
which Guido Essig-Courvoisier was host in absentia. Present '
were Ernest A. Kohr (a well known American philatelist and
author) who arranged thé luncheon for Mr. Essig-Courvoisier,
Mr. Marcel Scherler, the!Swiss Vice Consul, Fred Eidenbenz of
Swissair, Mr. Carl Ruoth, the three Swiss P.T.T. representat-i
ives, Messrs. Schupbach, Hagnauer and Balsiger,and myself,
Mr. Eidenbenz gave us little Swiss cow-bells which I for one
will often jingle in memory of that happy occasion.
Mr.
Schupbach presented us each with a handsome souvenir folder
from Courvoisier and Mr. Hagnauor with one from the P.T.T.
I only regretted that our host and friend, Mr. Guido Essig,
was not there to hear the many tributes paid to him, not only
as a printer but as a man, as a connoisseur of the arts and !
as a long and lasting friend to all of us who have the
privilege of calling him by that fine term..
Other Swiss highlights for mo included tho receipt of a
beautiful red book with dozens of Swiss stamps, boautifully
written up, boxed in a suitable covering, and inscribed to me!
from Mr. Schupbach; chats with many of our "Helvetia"
members hero in the States and - non.-Swisswise - but perhaps!
of interest to my readers in Britain, was the joy I experience'
cod in talking to many of my British friends who attended
FIPEX, and especially a chat with Sir John Wilson, who spoke
so admirably about the interest of your late King in our
hobby, as well as that of Queen Elizabeth.
J ^^ / 1'1)
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SWISSAIR (Continued)
The present air transport
net covered by Swissair is
55, 042 kilometers. In 1931 the
company carried just over
10,000 passengers. Last year
630,719 passengers enjoyed the
comfort and excellent service
offered by the company. This
fantastic progress is shown in
the revenue from passenger
fares and freight charges,
which had gone up from
43,000,000 Sw.Fros. in 1949 to
the record total of more than
130,000,000 Sw.Fres. in 1955..
More than 3,200 people-pilots,
navigators, stewards,hostosses,
engineers, ground and airport
personnel and maintenance
workers are now employed by
the company.
The stamp shows one of the
earlier aircraft used by
Swissair and one of the giant
Douglas airliners now i
ö
ular service, with the emblem
of the company at the top of
the design, which was executed
by Pierre Gauohat.
Anyone who had the pleasure
of flying in a Swissair plane
to and from his holiday or on
a business trip will gladly
join us in congratulating the
company on its groat achievements on the occasion of the
silver ubilee. Oe°°°° .M. °e s
A HOLIDAY TIP

The 40c. value of this year's "Publicity"
Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley writes: Visitstamp series commemorates the Silver Jubilee! ing Borne, with its mellow blendof Swissair. It was on March 26, 1931 that
ing of old and new, its anent
Swissair was created, out of the amalgamatmonuments, gaily painted fo)..,.ltion of two private aviation companies, the
ains,eand, in every conceivable
;place, tho emblem of the bear, it
AD ASTRA AFRO of Zurich and tho BALAIR of
Basle. The two first directors of the new
it worth forsaking some of the
usual
sightseeing, and spending
airline, Walter Mittorholzor, the worldan
hour
in the Postal Museum.
:famous pioneer pilot, and Balz Zimmermann
;Here
one
finds examples of every
quickly secured a respected place in world aviation for their
!thing
connected
with the postal
now company. Within two years of its establishment Swissair
acquired a fleet of the then most advanced types of passenger ;service-from the old posthorn to
;old post coaches. But fascinataircraft, the Lockhead Orion, whose speed surpassed by 100
iing though these relics are, it
m.p.h. any other aircraft, used by the larger European &ir. .
the room downstairs which
lines. By 1935, Swissair was one of the first Continental
Twill arouse most interests in
air-linos to use the Douglas DC-2 airliners.
!easily visible glass-fronted
Today, Swissair possesses one of the most modern fleets in ;•rames is housed one of the fin
the world, among them several Douglas DC-6 long range luxury est collections of Swiss stamps,
airliners, which carry passengers across the Atlantic to
as well as representative collNorth and South America and to the Middle East. Soon Swissoctions of most of the other
countries in the world. Some 50
air's fleet will be enhanced by four Douglas "Seven Seas"
;double-sided
frames are needed
giant airliners (the same typo as ordered by B.O.A.C. to
to
house
the
Swiss
collection,
bridge the gap caused by the Comet disasters). The aircraft
the
first
.
25
containing
the real
will carry 62 passengers in groat comfort and will be able to
;treasures,
Centonals,
Transitionfly non-stop from any of the Swiss airports to Now York. The
lals, Strubélis, and so on, beau -b.=
Swiss airline was also in the front rank of those companies
who have ordered the new Douglas jet airliners, an order that :' ifully arranged, many on entiros,
with some wonderful mint panes.
will cost the huge sum of over 70,000,000 Swiss francs.
Many authentic examples of post(Continued in next column
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AT THE CRADLE OF THE GREAT CLASSI C STAMP

By E.H.Spiro, R.P.S.,L.
Sometime during tho first world war tho
Duveon pane was acquired by the famous
American philatelist, A.F.Lichtonstein,
and became known over since as the
"Duvoon-Lichtonstoin Block". Eventually
Mr.Lichtonstein's Switzerland collection was bought by the well-known Swiss
stamp firm of Ernst Muller, of Basic.
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Another famous Large Eagle rarity was a
The Ferrari-Hind
pane of 9 consisting of two rows, one of
Block,
as it looked when
five and another of four stamps, with a
sold
at
Harmers in 1937.
complete marginal sheet inscription. Its
owner was the famous and eccentric Baron
Ferrari de la Renotiere, at one time tho
propriotor of the largest and most valdark-green comparatively far loss is known about
uable philatelic hoard over assembled,
the cancellations of this issuo. Boforo the IMABA
exhibition in 1948, Herr Ernst Muller published in
The Ferrari block was bought at the 3rd.
the "Basler Taube" a survey of the best known used
Ferrari Auction in Paris in 1922 as Lot
378 by the American millionaire A. Hind,
copies, his study being based on 113 dark-green
who paid for it the now very modest
Largo Eagle stamps which at one time or another
sot r`j.ig sum of 6,500 Francs plus . 172p.a wont through his hands or which he know to oxist
auctioneer's commission. In 1937, when
in private collections.
He compiled the following table which gives some
parts of the Hind collection wore auotidea of the comparative rarity of the postmarks
ionod by Harmer's of London, the block
of nine was cut down to seven stamps,
found on this stamp.
tho fifth stamp in the first row and the
Number
fourth stamp in the second row (the
Colour s
Typo of Postmark
i
Examined
fourtoonth iii the shoot) being severed
1,1 according to tho Handbecause they wore badly damaged and cut
!book of Swiss Postmarks
into.
63
red
Of the "Lesser" rarities of the Geneva
Rosette No.4
?i
red
Large Eagle - still far beyond the reach
Rosette No.5
33
of an ordinary collector - we may mention ,•i Rosette No.3
red
5
some of those which emanated from the
red
Dated Postmark
4
blue
Paul Mirabeau collection. One was a fine
Lozenge Cancellation
3
piece of the top margin with one mint
black
1
Lozenge Cancellation
black
1
stamp, another a block of five from the !i Rosette No.6
black
right-hand half of the sheet and finally ii Grill
1
black
1
a 13/ ; of eleven mint stamps which was
ii Tax (Duo) Postmark
black i
1
offered for sale in 1908 at Swiss F.2,500 !i P.D.
and was then severed into pairs and
singles.
A very few blocks of four mint, and a
While Andres Emonogger's Handbook of Swiss Postfew strips of four mint are also known,
marks
and Cancellations describes the Rosotto No.5
to exist, hidden in some private collections. While pairs are more frequent, both cancellation as the most frequent and "cheapest",
it seems that used copies of the dark-green Largo
mint and used, loose and on pieces or
Eagle are, in fact, more frequent postmarked with
enti_ros, the word "frequent" must not bo
misunderstood. All are groat rarities and Rosette No.4.
hardly any has been offered for sale,
Tho Handbook differs also in other ways from
either at auctions or privately, for many isome of the findings regarding cancellations
years. Though much research has been imentioned in Niraboau-Reuterski.old's famous
accomplished as regards the production andi
{standard book on the Swiss classics.
tho classification of the Large Eagle
sg..
sso
.ss3.sssssssss.o.o....a co 2,zs .ao,a..3o.. oo....,,.,oz.g.00.?gp.00.g..o...
VARIETIES OF THE 1956 "PUBLICITY" STAMPS
10 c. ( Simplon Turuzel )
17th stamp Shoot Cs Retouch i
The "Schweizor Briofmarken
Zoitung" publishes a long list i
left
of
value
figure.
1
15th
stamp
Shoot As Retouch at
of flaws and retouches on the i
21st
stamp
Sheet
Cs
White
±
top right.
1
four "Publicity" stamps issued
this year. Here are soma spot on roof,
Shoot
Bs Retouch
4th
stamp
i
i
5 c. (Post Coach)
!25th stamp,Shoet Cs Retouch
below the tunnel.
9th stamp, Shoot As Broken Post
above 1 of 1956.
1 10th stamp Shoot D: White spot
horn.
124th stamp Shoot Ds Retouch 1
on train buffers.
11th stamp Shoot As Light area i
on A in HELVETIA
stamp Shoot Ds Retouch
15th
1
on and around second E in 16th
tamps Sheet. A: Light
above V of HELVETIA.
ur.v>+m-re_
^!
t
lino under 1956.
(More to follow)
.4.
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In response to the article under this title by Lt.Coloneu
J.D.Blyth,O.B.E.,R.P.S.,L., and our . Editorial in the March
issue of the "Helvetia News Letter", we received a number
of comments from our readers and members. The question was
also put for discussion at a recent meeting of the London
Group of our Society.
From the many interesting observations on the problem both in favour and against "full gum" on unused stamps and
relating to the comparative value of unused stamps from
which the original gum has been removed, we select some of
the most pertinent.
Mr.W.C,Halo of Ashford,Middlesex, suggests a stamp described as "mint 01 must have complete original gum, while an
"unused" copy might well be acceptable without gum. In his
opinion it would be very difficult to assess the value of
old stamps without gum, and ho would rather do without
certain items in his collection if he could not have them
with gum, when they would always.be worth their true value.
Mr.G.W.Daglish, of London W.14, on the other hand says
that the problem "could be reduced to the question to what
one can afford to pay ..." If a collector felt he could
not afford to buy an old stamp in full mint condition, ho
might be satisfied to fill the space in his album with an
"unused" copy, provided he could obtain it at a corresponding lower figure.
Mr.E.C,Slate, of Southgate, expresses his hope that dealers and catalogue editors would eventually solve the problem by having three classifications for price quotations of
classic issues - mint, unused and used (in addition to the
already existing Zumstein quotation "on entire").
Mr.A.J.Harding, the Society's Hon.Troasurer, puts the
answer in a nut-shelf "To most collectors the pocket will
be the decisive factor
"
Mr.J.H.Short 9 of Reading, points out that, as regards
classic issues, the danger was that they may have been
cleaned if they are without gum. Consequently it would bo
very difficult for the aver age collector to recognise such
cleaned copies if they are without gum and are generally
accepted as "mint". Ho adds "One cannot ignore the market
price of good old material and the difference in price
between a stamp without gum and a truly mint stamp is very
groat indeed on today's stamp market".

IT'S 10% DISCOUNT
TIME AGAIN,

Oi

The SUMMER DISCOUNT started on Juno 1st and .till
August 31st, we shall fill all wants lists at 10%
off our 1955/6 Catalogue Prices.
AND this offer also applies to our APPROVAL SERVICE!
Inflation? Here is a chance to restore some
of your E's Purchasing Power, if only for a
limited period. 2/- Saving in the £ is not
to be sneezed at and quite a few gaps can
therefore be filled "free of charge".
Another things What you buy now is procured
before it has a chance to get dearer. A lot
is bound to in the autumn and every Swiss
Collector by now knows that price reductions
are rare. Swiss Stamps are in too great
demand for that! Please help us by sending
that Wants List soon - we shall be shortstaffed during the August Holiday Period.
Thank you!
T H E

AMATEUR COLLECTOR
27, Westbury Road .. London N.12.

f
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THE SIMPLON JUBILEE
On May 18, on the occasion of the
official celebrations of the 50th
anniversary of•the opening of the
Simplon Tunnel, the P.T:T. issued
three special postmarks, which
were applied on that day only.
One was in use at the Lausanne
Comptoir Suisse post office. It
was a round date postmark, with
the inscription "LAUSANNE" at
top and "1906-JUBILE DU SIMPLON1956" at the bottom, while tho
centre showed the tunnel entrance
flags and a laurel wreath. On
the same day the Brig P.O. used
an attractive rectangular postmark, with a similar illustration
at the right hand half and the
inscriptions "50 JAHKE SIMPLON-'.
TUNNEL" "1906-1956" and "BRIG18.MAI" at the left.
50 YEARS MOTOR COACH KW ARK
Another commemorative postmark
was issued for the Golden Jubilee
of the Post Motor Coaches. But
this postmark will be used until
the end of the year, though only
by special request, by the P.O.
Borne I and the P.T.T. Philatelic
Agency. The postmark, which
shows a bulb horn and appropriate
inscriptions, is to be used mainly for cancelling the special
illustrated postcards and envelopes issued for the commemoration
A RE-ENTRY OF 1 f. (No.248)
The discovery of an interesting
re-entry of the 1 F. value,
the 1941 Historic sot (Zum.
248) is causing some excitement
in Switzerland. The re-entry is
very distinct in the word
"J ELVETIA" and also in the top
inscription "LUDWIG PFYFFER".
The P.T.T. says that the fault
occurred on the 39th stamp of
Sheet I when the cylinder was
damaged in 1947. The flaw was
not noticed until some 13,000
to 14,000 shoots had been printed
when it was repaired. We hoar
that Zumstein's carried out a
•
careful search through some
10,000 of copies of this value,
without discovering one single
bearing the variety. Because
the 1 f. is a "common" stamp,
the re-entry had apparently passed unnoticed and thousands of
them might have been thrown away
with commercial mail. Now Zumstein
is going to catalogue the variety
which is one of vary few in this
sot.
ado.

A modern P.T.T. Automobile Post Coach
In 19049 the Swiss Post Office became one of the
first postal authorities in Europe to replace horse- ,
drivenpostabymr.ItwasinZucht
the first postal motor van came into service for the
carriage of parcels and for collecting and delivery
of mail bags between the Zurich post offices.
.vas, however, two years later, in the summer of
1906, that the first regular post motor coach for
the carriage of passengers and mail was put into
service on a regular coach route, replacing the
horse-driven stage coach. The line was BernePapiermuehloUtzigen and the first automobile coach
was built on a Martini chassis, fitted with a 30h.p.
Berna & Saurer engine, which cost the unheard sum of
21,000 Swiss francs,
With a speed of 12 miles per hour the now coach
was regarded as marvellous as it was believed to be
dangerous, and found more critics than passengers.
Neither did many people who entrusted their goods to
the post office, like the innovation. Baskets with
eggs and Swiss butter begin to bounce hopelessly on
smooth tyres and lady passengers complained that
they were getting sea-sidle when travelling at that
broth-taking speed of 12 miles per hour ... The
'poi._ office engineers decided to fit heavy chains to
the tyres - such as are now normally only used on
snow-covered and iced roads.
Two years later -• after another "experimental"
motorised coach route from Berne via Wohlen to Detlingen had been inaugurated - the profit balance of
the new routes was so discouraging that the Postal
Administration dared not think to enlarge the experiment, least of all extending it to Alpine routes.
In 1909 one of the first rural routes showed such a
heavy deficit that the Postal Administration decided
to withdraw the motor coach and replace it by the
old horse drawn "dilligence". As soon as the horses
were back, the takings improved. Most people predicted that the "dangerous and smelling automobile"
was just a passing fashion and that it will disappear again as quickly, or even quicker, as it.
arrived.
P.T.T.coach drivers have often to perform driving
acrobatics, as this picture shows. But the narrow
village roads in Ticino or Grissons provide far less
worry to the highly skilled and excellently trained
drivers than do weather conditions. Often the coaches are driven over iced mountain roads have to
y the driver
tackle hairpin bends and quite frequentl
has to take into account the possibility of a sudden
landslide or even a rapid avalanche descendz.ng from
thn mrnnnta.ina_ Anr3 vet_ n.c ir1nnts nrcz i-ractio llv

Until 1914 no further motorization
was attempted and Postal Administration
run their many regular routes extending
over a net of more than 7,000 kilometers, using 2,225 "dilligences" and
other horse-driven coaches and carrying
not less than 99709,334 passengers in
that year alone. In winter the coaches
were replaced by comfortable huge
sleighs, of which the Post Office used
as many as 1 9 046. Coaches and sleighs
went over the Simplon, the Furka, the
San Bernardino, the Maloja, the Fluela,
the Bernina and the St.Gotthard passes
and public opinion was practically
unanimous that this could never be
achieved by automobile coaches.'
Then came the first world war, during
which the Swiss Army was motorized on
a large scale. In 1919 about 100
excellent large army lorries were offered for sale as "Government surplus".
The Post Office dècided on a daring
gamble. They bought the lot and after
dismantling the lorries, used the heavy
chassis to built upon them new coach
bodies.
The nations who had been pent up within their" frontiers for four or five
years during the war felt the need of
travelling, and Switzerland saw again
the tourist traffic . of prosperous times.
Money was plentiful, prospects were
good. In 1919 9 after various experiments with some of the new coaches, the
first postal autocar climbed the Simpler.
Pass and caused great excitement by its
melodious horn among the startled
shepherds and goats of Berisal. The
first Alpine Motor Coach had arrived....
(To be continued)
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FROM THE COMMITTEE

--

(Continued)
With the adoption of the Federal constitution of 1948 the
form of Confederation has changed, but its fundamental principle has persisted. The system of multiple alliances and
treaties between the cantons was replaced by a Confederation
of 22 states,
The Federal Assembly is now the legislative power -. tho
Swiss Parliament - and the Federal Council the executive the Swiss Government. Instead of the turnpikes on which at
one time 470 tolls and local and cantonal duties and customs
were levied, the Confederation has now a common frontier,
embracing the whole of Switzerland and making it one political
and economic entity.
Switzerland is, however, still founded on its twontytwo
states. They are, according with the constitution, still sovereign - as far as their sovereign rights and powers aro not
limited by tho Federal constitution. In many ways they resemble tho states of the U.S.A., with many laws differing in one
canton from those of another.
Their democratic character rests
on the solid foundation of the
communes _ the local and municipal bodies. Free citizens of 3,107
communes thus constitute the
Swiss state, Swiss citizenship is
primarily "communal". Every Swiss
has a home commune. To obtain
Swiss citizenship one must be ad
FEDERAL PARLIAMENT
mitted
by one ,of the communes.
BUILDING IN BERNE,
Only then his naturalization
receives the consent of the Federal authorities. It is from
the communes that the Confederation draws its constitutional
strength and this is the main difference between Switzerland
and most other states which givern by moans of a centralised
bureaucracy.
On completion of his 20th year, every malo Swiss becomes an
active member of the commune - ho obtains the vote in all
communal, cantonal and federal elections and is himself eligible for election. At the same time he becomes liable for military service in the Swiss militia. All Swiss citizens are
equal before the law - the constitution has expressly'abolishod all privileges of birth, family or person. No titles of
rank (such as count, baron or knight) exist and no orders or
medals are awarded by the state. Freedom of creed and conscience, freedom of press and assembly, is guaranteed by the •
constitution. Yet, in spite of these advanced democratic
principles, women are excluded from taking an active part in
public affairs. Women have neither the right to vote for any
of the elected communal, cantonal or federal bodies, nor are
they entitled to stand for election. The Swiss state is run
by men.
One of the peculiarities of the Swiss state is the combination of pure and representative democracy. There are several
cantons in which the convocation of the citizens is not a
"county council" but takes the form of a"Landgemeindo" or
folk-moot - for instance in Untcrwaldon, Apponzall, Glarus
At tho appointed time the citizens assemble in a public
square of the capital of the canton. They can take part in
the debate, decide by show of hands which laws or financial
measures are to be enacted and they elect the members of tho
cantonal government. Everyone of the citizens is a member of
the "county council". Most of the larger cantons have, however
outgrown this form of historic "direct" democracy. They elect
their representatives to the cantonal diets. But in some
cantons, for instance in Bale Country, all the laws
enacted by the cantonal legislature must be submitted to the
annroval of all citizens.
(To bo continued)
.

.

OUR FRIEND STRATTON is back
to the fold ...After several
years on duty for the War Office in the Middle East and oth
or foreign lands our good
friend Phil Stratton, a founder
member of our Society and former Hon.Secretary and Hon.Exchange Packet Superintendent, has
returned home. Members of the
London Group were pleased to
welcome him at the Juno mooting
Mrs. Stratton who has for many
years extended kindest hospitality at her home to the Committee, has been in indifferent
health lately but has now made
a good recovery and we hope to
welcome her soon in our midst
too. Phil must expect to be
"drafted" in the autumn for
more active work and accr -`.a'
committee office. Tho Society,
for which ho did such excellent
work in the past will not want
to miss him again!
P.T.T. PRO PATRIA LEAFLETS
With this issue of the Helvetia News Letter readers will
find a coloured leaflet with
the illustrations of the new
Pro Patria set, kindly put at
our disposal by the P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency.
THE LONDON GROUP hold its
last meeting of this season on
Juno 5th when a visiting member
Mr.R.L.Christian of Lincoln,
gave a most interesting display
Owing to pressure on spac° --- the
report on this and of the ,4.ay
meetings will be published next
month. Tho Group will re-start
its meetings in the autumn and
an interesting programme will
be announced shortly.
THE YORKS/LANCS GROUP mootin6
reports and next season's programme are also hold over and
will bo published in the next
issues of the Helvetia News
Letter.
THE HON.SECRETARY ON HOLIDAY
Our Hon.Secrotary,Mrs.E.J.
Rawnsloy, will be away from
London on holiday during the
second half of June and correspondence will be therefore delayed. Members and Library
borrowers are requested to exercise some patience until her
return early next month.
-

U.P.U.1900 WANTED BY MEMBER
If any member has for disposal
stamps of this issue with.clear
postmarks, will he please eontact Mr.U.d.F.Gosling, 40,
Nearcliff Road, Manningham,
Bradford, Yorks., who is'making
a study of this issue.
.

Chairman s
DR. F.H. TAYLOR O.B.h.
17, Belltrèös Grove,
London. S.W. 16.

Hon. Secretary:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.
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EDITORIAL
FAREWELL TO A FRIEND
It was with the feeling of a
very personal loss that I
learned of the sudden death of
Harold Gisburn, I first met
him ring the war. Ho was a
tall, handsome man, behind his
seemingly bluff manner•was
hidden true kindliness, and.he
possessed a groat sense of
humour. Though one of the foremost.philatelic writers, known
all over the world as the author
of such famous books as the
•
"Postal History of the Bahamas",
the "Stamps and Posts of tho
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan" (which
gained high awards at many
international stamp exhibitions)
and of publications on airmails,
shipspost, antarctica, postal
history -- he used to scorn at
beir ealled an "expert".
Nov, and then I used to moot
him, when he visited London for
selected meetings of the Royal
whore ho was highly respected
and greatly liked - and at each
occasion I discovered some new
interesting sideline of this
man who had himself so many
varied interests. In one of
his last letters he told me
about his country walks, and
how he enjoyed the fine view
from his house across the hills
to the sea at Exmouth
The last holiday in Italy,
his visits to Rome and Florence
must have brought great enjoyment to this cultured man
before ho had gone away for
the. final journey, leaving his
friends with saddened hearts.
E.H.S.

The Committee announce with deep regret the death of
Mr. Harold Gordon Dundonald_GISBURN, Fellow of the Royal
Philatelic Society and a member of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society for nearly ten years.
Mr. Gisburn passed on at the ago of 65, quite suddenly
and only a few days after returning from a holiday in Italy,
at his home at Pinhoo'in Devon. Though in indifferent
health for some years, his death comas as a groat shock to
his many friends.
Harold Gisburn was one of the most distinguished and
knowledgeable British philatelists and a prolific and lucid
writer on many philatelic subjects. Though his foremost
interest belonged to the postal history and stamp issues of
the British Empire, he was also a keen collector of
Switzerland.
For several years ho was a member of the Committee of
Our Society and used to travel specially from Devon to London
to attend Annual Meetings or other important functions of
the "Helvetia P.S.". In 1949 he was one of the proposers
for the nomination of Miss Winifred Ponn-Gaskoll, F,R.P.S.L.
for the office of the first President of our 'Society.. In
later year, when his health did not permit him to visit
London more frequently, he made groat efforts to establish a
West Country Group of the Helvetia P.S.
Members and readers of the "Helvetia News Letter" will
recall with pleasure-his articles and contributions. Harold
Gisburn, a keen photographer, spent many of his holidays in
Switzerland and wrote some delightful "travelogues" about
his Swiss adventures, illustrated by stamps.
With his passing another distinguished member of our
"Old Guard" has gone away. We shall remember him with
gratitude and hold his memory in groat esteem.
To his widow and his daughter, Thelma, a philatelist in
her own right and - until her marriage to Lt.Commendor Arkell
(a member of the Royal) a departmental manageress of Messrs.
Stanley Gibbons Ltd.., we extend our sincere condolences.
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during the autumn and winter we shall publish many important.
and interesting articles and serials. Among them will be s
"THE POSTS OF THE HELVETIA REPUBLIC" by Laurence Mooro,M.B.E.
"SWISS FRANK STAMPS A NEGLECTED FIELD" by E.H.Spiro,R.P.S.L
"A STUDY OF SWISS TRAIN AND SHIP POSTMARKS" by Felix Grafe."
"THE PEACE ISSUE OF 1919 AND ITS VARIETIES", "POSTAL STATIONERY CAN BE FASCINATING", as well as usual features and notes.
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VARIETIES OF THE S.d.N. SET
The short set of the four stamps
issued on May 2, 1938 to commemorrate the laying of the foundation
stone - 25 years before - of the
now buildings of the Leaguo of
Nations and the International
Labour Office at Genova, provides
Main front of the
an interesting and easy field for
League of Nations
the specialist. Of all four stamps
(now U.N.)Building
there exist several, distinct
shades. The 20c. value varies from
a light "bricky" red to deep red, the 30c. value can be
distinguished in lighter and very dark blue, while the
buff background on the brown 60c. stampis lighter in
some printing and much darker in others, which also applies to the background of the 1 F. value. The rarest
variety is provided in regard to perforation. All values
exist "imperforate between", that is the right and left
(short, vertical) edges escaped perforation on some sheets.
However, the most interesting varieties occur'on the
30c. value (Zum.Nr.212). Known as Plate-flaw Nr.2, there
is a coloured thick line - a brew - in the 4th pillar
of the main building, while Plate-flaw Nr.4 shows another
coloured vertical line running just in front of the first
pillar, where the main building adjoins the left-hand
smaller annexe. Both these flaws occur on sheet D only,
Nr.2 is on the 13th stamp and Nr,4 on the 24th stamp of
this sheet. The 30c. stamp was also the only one of the
sot that was subjected to retouching which became necessary owing to plate wear. In fact, there are two
separate retouches, one in the
sky just above the building
and right in the centre of the
stamp, and another, also in
the sky, but in the left hand
part of it.
.

Among other varieties which
are fairly frequent are mis
placed (shifted) backgrounds,
The International
broken and interrupted frame
Labour Office
lines and defect or missing
letters in the signature of the designer and printer.
Thus, for instance, on the 20c, stamp the name H,FISCHER
occurs only visible in its lower part, while the letter
"C" in COURVOISIER is at times missing or'defect. Similar
defects can be found on the 1 Franc value, but in this
case the name of H.FISCHER is visible only in its upper
part, while the whole lower part of COURVOISIER had disappeared on some of the stamps.
The 1 Franc value shows also a strong coloured line,
running through the tower top on tho left, and looking
like a strangely twisted lightning conductor. This
variety is on the 17th stamp in shoot B.
As usually in photogravure all stamps have the familiar
allocation of spots, small lines and "shadows", the latter being at times very distinct. Apart from the perforation varieties none of the other varieties are particularly rare or highly catalogued and a careful perusal of the
common and cheap 20c. and 30c. values may produce quite a
crop of album additions,

RACING POSTMEN
wore competing at the International Postmen Walking Competition
which took place in Beano on Juno
17th. A brief report received
when these lines were written says
that postmen of many countries
took part in the march, but we do
not know whether competitors from
Britain attended yet. The. P.T.T.
issued an attractive dated postmark with appropriate inscriptions
and the picture of a Swiss postman
striding hurriedly. A Mobile Post
Office also used a special flag
postmark in the usual rectangular
size.
Another
•
SPECIAL POSTMARK FOR SURSEE'S
700th anniversary will be used at
the post office of this beautiful.
little town near the shores of
the Lake of Sempach, during the
summer. It shows a picture of
Sursee's famous Gothic Town Hall
and the tower of the RVIIth.
century St. George's Church.
FOR THE INTERN.LABOUR CONFERENCE
at Geneva a special postmark'was
in use from June 4th to 28th, at
the post office of the Palais of
Nations.
THE 66th SWISS PHILAT. CONGRESS
will be held on September 22 and
23 at Bellinzona, the capital of
the Canton of Tessin.
In November the Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies holds
a Bourse at the Congress Hall
Zurich.
SWISS FOOTBALL STAMP GETS A PRIZE
The Italian Olympic Games Committee awarded the annual Alberto
Bonacossa Medal for the most
attractive and best designed postage stamp connected with sport,
for the Swiss Fifa stamp issued
in 1954 on the occasion of the
World Football Championship (Zum.
No.319). The medal goes to the
designer of the stamp, Herr Hans
Schwarzenach also received a
medal.
Runner-up was a Bulgarian stamp
with an athletics design.

HAVE YOU CLAIMED THAT

10% S1M\/ ER D1SCON I YE

If not, it's time to hurry! Only a few weeks remain till August 31st.
THE AMATEUR COTJ,1CTOR LTD. 27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON. N.12
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MOTOR COACI ES
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Soon afterwards another motorised postal coach route was
opened between Reichenau and Flims, on the picturesque and
and precipitious road, well known to most visitors of Switzerland. Within one year the number of tourists spending the
night at Flims increased from 4 9 000 to 11,000 and, quite
apart from the hotel keepers and caterers to whom the
motorised coaches meant a tremendous boom, the postal administration was also making an excellent profit.
Within three years after putting the new Motor Coaches on
the few routes the budget of the new postal venture showed
a tremendous increase in profit. No wonder that the Postal
Administration hurried to open many more routes. Between
1920 and 1923 9 the Oberalp, the Grimsel, the Furka were already plied regularly by motor coaches, the map of the enormous mountain block which stretches from the Valtoline to
Geneva, soon showed the extension of the red lines which
indicate many more Postal Motor Coaches routes.
The Grisons, whose winter attracts ever more and more an
international sports elite, had to be equipped for summer
and winter. The Sourer Works furnished tho Postal Administration with novel caterpillar chassis which could carry a
load of two tons through any amount of snow up to Lenzerheide
at an elevation of 5,000 ft. San Bernardino was conquered by
the Motor Coach, which opened the "descent into an inferno",
by the way of the weird gorges of the Via Mala (well depicted
on the 25c. stamp of the small Landscape issue of 1936, Zum.
Nr.206). The Grimsel road - then still the old one - provided
A P.T.T. coach crossing the
to the coach travellers the unforgettable vista of roaring
Klausen Pass (10,720 feet)
torrents and the rainbow sprays of tho Handeck falls. The
new motor coaches passed Glotch with its background of blazing rhododendrons running parallel
to the bluish crags of the glaciers. A journey between Urseren and Airolo by the Saint Gotthard meant crossing the mystic line which separates the North from the South. With such attractions offered, it is obvious that the motorized postal coaches became soon extremely
popular, not only with foreign visitors, but also with the Swiss, who in addition to economic
advantages and greatly improved communications between many lonely places, previously
difficult to reach, began themselves to discover their own birthland.
The astounding fact was that the pioneers of the new motor routes decided to open up at
first the most difficult lines, those leading through difficult roads, over high passes and
Al:
valleys, and only by and by inaugurated more "normal" courses linking towns and villages
in the lowlands. This decision proved extremely beneficial to the development of the postal
coach routes. The valuable experience gained by running the difficult routes first, was later
applied to the other courses and this was probably one of the reasons why the present-day PTT
postal coach routes are the very best in Europe, both as regards the technical arrangements,
comfort for passengers and speed of communication,
By 1939, before the outbreak of the second world war, the P.T.T. had expanded their motor
coach route,, to an international net. The route Schuls-Landeck became a direct and speedy
connection between the Engadin and Austria; Zernez-Ofenberg-Munster-Spondinig and ZernezOfenberg-Stilfserjoch-Morano-Bolzano provided the link with Italy; the line Locarno-LuganoGandria-Menaggio-Chiavenna-St.Moritz opened not only a direct connection between Tessin and
and the Grisons, running partly through Italian territory, but soon became known to all
visitors and holidaymakers as one of the most beautiful routes in the world. Brig-Simplon
Pass-Iselle and St.Moritz-Schuls-Landeck (in Austria) -Garmisch Partenkirchon-Kochel and Munich
expanded the net far into neighbouring countries.
be continued
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I will be pleased to send Approval Selections to anyone . interested.
Kocher Marken No.lc, superb used .. .6.10,0d,
Lunaba Min.Sheet, mint
..
10/6d.
Zum.148, 5c.on 72 . double overprint, fine used, a scarce variety .. ..
.. £2.10.Od.
Zurich Cent. LUXURY Min.Sheet,mint.. 10/6d. _- 1945 War Disabled Min.Sheet,mint 25/
GOOD SELECTION OF ALL SWISS ISSUES
; ; ;
APPROVAL SERVICE
J. S. A R M S , T R 0 N G
14 Low Lane, MORECAMBE, Lancashire
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ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND

(Continued)

One of the features of the Swiss constitution
is the "referendum" and the "initiative",
typical of its absolutely democratic nature. A
bill approved by -the Federal Assembly must, by
the constitution, be submitted to a referendum.
It becomes law only if no petition is made
against it within 90 days. If such a petition
(which must bear at least 30,000 signatures) is
submitted, the final decision as to whether the
bill shall become law rests with the people.
The "initiative" works on similar lines. By . a
petition, signed by at least 50,000 citizens, it
can be demanded that the Swiss constitution
shall be amended or partly revised. But if such
an amen&nont of the constitution is carried by
the people's vote, it must also be confirmed by
a majority of the cantons.
The Swiss people as a whole as well as the
Cantons are responsible for the election of the
Swiss Parliament - the Bundesversammlung, or •
Federal Assembly. It consists of two chambers,
the National Council (Nationalrat), which corresponds to the British House of Commons and the
Council of States (Staenderat), which acts as an
Upper House.
The National Council consists of 196 Members
elected by proportional representation; Every
canton forms a separate electoral area, but the
number of M.P.s (National-Raete) differs, of
course, with the number of electors in each area.
Roughly 22,000 Swiss electors return one
For many years the two largest parties are the
Social Democrats (Labour) and the Catholic Conservatives - both corresponding more or less to
the two British political parties. But the Liberals (called in Switzerland "Radicals") are
nearly as strong as the two other big political
groups and play a vital part in the country's
government. There are also some smaller partiessuch as the Farmers and Artisans Party, the Democratic (Liberal) Party, the National Ring, etc.
The Communists have a very small following.
Tho second chamber, the Council of States, is
elected by the cantonal authorities and consists
of 44 members (Staende-Raete), and each canton,
whatever its size or number of population, has
two representatives. Three cantons have been divided into half-cantons (Unterwalden into Obwalden
and Nidwalden; Appenzell into the catholic Inner
Rhodes and the protestant Outer Rhodes; and Basle
into Basle City and Basle Country) but each of
half cantons has only one representative. This
representation of 2 members in the Council of
States for each canton gives rise to the curious
situation by which, for instance, the large city
of Basle with about 200,000 inhabitants has only
one representative, while the Canton of Uri with
a population of only 27,000 has two. On the other
hand it gives to each canton actual right.
Per certain matters the two chambers meet together in the Federal Assembly. For a decision to
be passed by the Federal Assembly, it must be
approved by a majority of both chambers, the National Council and the Council of States. Only a
few matters are dealt with by the united Federal
Assembly which meets under the chairmanship of
the President of the National Council.
(To be continunal
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INSURANCE OF EXCHANGE PACKETS
Our Exchange Packet Superintendent, Mr.J.H.
Short has concluded a new agreement with
the Insurance Company, which will result in
saving our Members the recently increased
postal charges for registration. By paying
a slightly higher premium for the policy,
the Society has ensured that in future the
Exchange Packets can be forwarded from member to member by ordinary parcel mail, instead of by Registered Mail, But one important rule must be strictly observed by member
when posting the packets. A CERTIFICATE OF
POSTING must be obtained and must be sent to
the Hon.Exchange Packet Superintendent WITH
THE ADVICE FORM on which the takings are
entered. The Certificate of Posting is a
small slip available at any P.O. and it must
be filled in by the sender with the name and
address of the receiver and date of posting.
The P.O. clerk then puts the dated postmark
in a place provided for it on the Certio 4cab
when the packet is handed over the coun—r.
This Certificate must then be, as mentioned
above, forwarded with the Advice Form to Mr.
Short. If this method of posting is observed
the Insurance Company accepts the risk of
loss, although the packet was not sent by
registered mail. Members are, however, warned that if they do not produce the Certificate of Posting with the Advice Form, they
are liable to bear full responsibility
should the packet be lost or its contents
damaged.
LONDON

GROUP

At the closing meeting of the season, on
June 3rd, members had an unusual treat, for
one of our enthusiastic provincial members,
Mr. R. L. Christian of Lincoln, timed e
short holiday in London to coincide with - the
meeting and brought along a magnificent
collection of Swiss T.P.O. for our delectation. The display was divided into three
main parts; 1858-1870 9 1870-1901, and 1901
to date, and each part dealt with the various
types of cancellations. It was an eyeopener
to those present, to see so many hundreds of
examples of the tremendous field covered by
this subject. Mr. Christian is to be congratulated on the vast amount of research
which he has undertaken in order to compile
this most comprehensive collection.
At the May meeting the President gave a
talk and display on the "Provisional
Issues of Switzerland".
Mn, Spiro showed
a large collection . of these 27 issues,
covering varieties, double and misplaced
over-prints, and gave the reasons for the
various changes in postal rates. Members
realized that an interesting study can be
made of these otherwise rather uninspiring
stamps.
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THE NEW SEASON
This is the time when in previous
years I used to say that with the
end of the summer, we shall soon
purl----Nay our bathing trunks, our
crlcnet bats and even our gardening tools and turn again to the
temporary forgotten stamp albums.
This year I can only say that we
shall stick to our umbrellas and
mackintoshes... However, the
autumn is the traditionally beginning.of a new philatelic season,
though many of my friends tell me
that they have never been more
actively working on their stamp
collections than during this
disastrous summer.
The London and Yorks/Lancs.
Groups are already busily
preparing their meetings and
pl-1ngtheir
r
displays.
ire shall also turn our
interest to the Annual Cup
Competition,
The London Group has some ambitious events in preparations. Nor.
Jack Beken, the well-known collector and expert on Liechtenstein
consented to give a display and
show some of his famous treasures
relating to Swiss-Liechtenstein
philately.
It is hoped to welcome a visit
from the London Swiss Philatelic
Society and pay a return visit
with displays of our members at
one of the London-Swiss meetings,I

BUILDER OF ST. FETE OSS DOME HONOURED -- FOUR MORE INSECTS
Once again, as in previous years, the "Helvetia News
Letter" can present a "scoop" about the next issue of
Swiss stamps, ahéad even of the Swiss philatelic journals.
The PRO JUVENTUTE set of 1956, which will appear on
December 1, will consist once again of five values of the
usual denominations. The lowest brings, as usual, the
portrait of a famous Swiss, for the other four stamps for
the seventh year running we are presented with insect
designs - though some people might feel that a change of
the subject was now due.
The designs are as follows:

5+ 5c. brownish-carmine, depicts Carlo Maderno, the famous
Italian builder of the Renaissance, whose family
came from the Ticino. Born in 1556, his greatest
claim to fame comes from his work on the Dome of
St.Peter in Rome, of which he took charge in 1605.
The monumental facade, the loggias and the famous
fountains in front of St.Peter's were Maderno's
work. He also built the palazzos Mattei 3 Odescalchi,
Rospiglioni and Barberini and the Roman churches
of Santa Susanna, San Giacomo degli Incurabili and
many other of Rome's palais and churches.
IO+10c. green/red/dark green; the insect is a moth of the
Zyganidae family, to which our Burnets and Forresters belong. Its German name is "Widderchen" and it
is closely related to our Six-spot Burnet. Some of
these moths occur most frequently in Scotland,
hence their name 'Oben Burnett,'Shetland Burnettetc
20+10c, red/brown/violet/yellow; brings-a lovely representive of the Nymphalidao butterfly family, to which
our Fritillaries and Tortoiseshells belong. Called
in Switzerland "Schillerfalter", its Latin name is
Apatura iris, because of its iridescent and scintillitating colouring.

NEW ZUIV ST E II\ AND
SEE

ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT

The Annual General Meeting of
the Society will be held on the
6th. of November in London.
Another season of great
activity is about to open,

956

MULLER CATALOGUES \
PRICES AND BOOKING ON PAGE 2

30+10c. yellow/light blue/dark blue; depicts one of the
predaceous, carnivorous Ground Beetles of the
Carabidae families, often described by naturalists
and gardeners as "benefactors of mankind". They are
voracious destroyers of harmful insects and M atxgr
devour garden snails. The specimen on this stamp is
the Blue Ground Beetle.
(TURN TO PAGE 2)
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40+10c. blue/brown/yellow; brings in contrast
with the "benefactor of mankind" the
picture of one of the worst garden
pests - the White Cabbage-Butterfly.
This well-known member of the Pieridw
family is responsible in some countries
for the destruction ofa quarter of the
total cabbage and cauliflower crop.
The 5+5o. value was engraved by Karl Bickel and
printed by the PTT Printing Works, while according to our interim information Karl Fischer is
again responsible for the designs of the insect
pictures, the four values being printed in rotogravure by Courvoisier at La Chaux-de-Fonds.
As usual the paper of the recess-printed
stamp is white, that of the roto-gravure stamps
slightly coated granite paper (with admixture
of red and blue fibres). All stamps are printed in sheets of 50; the 5c value in four sheets
per cylinder, numbered 1 to 4, the others in
two sheets (A and B) per cylinder.
The validity of the Pro Juventute set will
be from December 1st 1956 until 30th June 1957
but they will be sold at post offices only
until the 31st January 1957 and by the Philatelic Agency until the 15th February 1957.
As usual a special envelope will be issued
by the Pro Juventute Foundation, which is
available from the Philatelic Agency at the
price of 20c. Fir °st Day covers can be ordered
on this envelope with the special F.D.Postmark
at the price of F1.80, including a complete
set.
Our correspondent, giving the advance news of
the issue prior to the official announcement
does not mention whether a booklet will also be
used, as in foregoing years, containing the Pro
Juventute stamps. It appears, however, likely
that this will be the case. The Pro Juventute
stamp booklets usually contain 12 stamps of the
5+50. value, 12 at 10+10c. and 4 at 20+10c.
values, and cost F 5.-. We shall report about
the booklet, if it is actually issued, in our
October issue of the Helvetia News Letter.
.a.:::o:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::oo.oa.:::: as

SWISS AIRMAIL COVERS
PRO AERO 1938 on cover . . . . •
4/7/6
. . .
PRO AERO 1949 on cover
2/6
First HELICOPTER Flight . . . . .
4/1927 ALPINE FLIGHT, 25c. Postcard.
1927 ALPINE FLIGHT, 40c. Postcard.
/
ORA Spocial.p4stcard. . . 2/6
1927
PESTALOZZI CENTENARY Special Flight 7/1926 AFRICA FLIGHT cover . . . . . 7/6
1925 First Flight from Switzerland
6/6
to Italy . . .
These are only a few covers from my fine
stock of Airmails and First Flight covers.
I will be pleased to send Airmail Approvals
to any member of the Helvetia Phil.Society.

fJ A/ISTRON
14, LOW LANE TORRISHOTJMF
MORECAMBE
Lancs.
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AND 1
CATALOGUES
This year after a pause of five

years Zumsteinrs are publishing
the 14th Edition of the SiJECIAL
CATALOGUE and HANDBOOK of. Switz r'land and Liechtenstein, a "MUST"
for every collector. In addition
there is the usual annual edition
of the "small Switzerland" catalogue.
Muller's have just published the
well-known semi-specialised Switzerland Catalogue, the very low
price of which will attract ali
collectors.
All three catalogues can be booked now
through the "Helvetia Philatelic Society"
at a small discount of the usual pr%-' .
The prices are as follows:
.. 25/ZUMSTEIN'S SPECIALISED...
2/6
Zumstein's "Small"
7/MULLER'S SEMI-SPECIALISED
All prices include postage and packing
BOOKINGS should be sent at once, with
the remittance (by cheque of P.O.) to
the Editor of the "Helvétia News Letter"
(Mr.E.H.Spiro, 111 Bushey Road, Raynes
Park, London, S.W.20). Our supplies are
limited and later bookings-can not be
accepted, because the catalogues will be
delivered by the publishers in bulk.

THE NEW MULLER CATALOGUE
Just to hand is the 1957 edition'-'-the excellent Muller Switzerland anaLiechtenstein Catalogue, which has grown
this year to 232 pages.
The "Muller" is now an accepted annual
Special Catalogue, which can, in every
respect, vie with Zumstein. Now in its
26th year of publication, it is a mine:
of valuable information. Of handy size,
this handbook contains more than 934
illustrations and 9,425 price quotations.
The current edition is up to the minute
and reflects realistic market prices,
which in many cases are lower than those
quoted by Zumstein. Explanations and
indicing is in English and the catalogue
is set up in such a manner that even
those who have no knowledge of German at
all will find little difficulty to understand its text. We can warmly recommend
this excellent handbook, which in spite
of its wealth of information is priced
so cheaply that it is astonishing indeed
how it can be produced at such a price.

THE ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED. 1957
brings all the usual detailed listing of
varieties, shades etc. and several chapters have been re-edited and brought
up-to-date.
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VARIETIES

The Swiss postal authorities showed considerable
optimism when they decided in the autumn of 1917
to invite artists to submit designs for a series
of "Peace Stamps", which were to be issued at the
end of hostilities after the Great War. In fact,
the war went on for more than a whole year after
the designs were prepared, and modern historians
"ANGEL ALOFT"
"WOUNDED WARRIOR"
are today of the opinion that it might have lastBY P. Th.ROBERT
ed even longer, if it was not for the outbreak of
BY 0. BAUMBERGER
the Bolshevik revolution in Russia, which was
followed by the revolts in Germany and the overthrow of the Kaiser. However, the fact is
that by the end of 1917 the Swiss postal authorities were in possession of a large number
of designs, submitted by ten different artists. The choice made resulted in the selection
of three designs, Otto Baumberger of Zurich-(for the highest value), by P.Th.Robert of
St.Blaise (for the middle value) and by Edouard Vallet of Saviese (for the lowest value).
When the designs were adopted, it was planned that the set should consist of a 5c, 10c.
and 15c. stamp, but when it was finally issued on August 1, 1919, the postal rate for
postcards had been increased to 72c. and the lowest value was issued in this denomination.
T} ---flies were engraved by J. Spenger of Biel and the printing was executed by the Federal .. , .t. The printers used a special (and expensive) paper, the so called "papier touchè"
a heavily chalk-coated art paper, supplied by the Sihl paper mills. The paper was watermarked (with the Large Cross Wmk.) but the coating was so heavy that the watermark is
hardly distinguishable.
The designs encountered much sarcastic
criticism. Neither'is particularly inspiring.
The 72c. value shows two soldiers - an Allied
and a German shaking hands - but in 1919 when
the stamp appeared, there was very little inclination on either side to make this gestures
The heavy symbolism of a corpulent Angel of
Peace flying somewhat precariously in mid-air
and strewing pretty little flowers caused
much biting criticism. The 15c.
value depicting a wounded warrior was perhaps the only one
which brought home the terrible
casties which the belligeren" tions had suffered.
The 72c. stamp was at first
printed in a dull olive colour
which was regarded so ugly that "BROKEN
ELBOW"
subsequent printings were made
in a more lively greenish-olive ON THE 10c.
- without greatly improving the
appearance. The total printing of this value
amounted to 4,500,000. The 10c. value also
had two printings which can easily be distinguished by the colour - one in brick red, the
other in carmine red. The printing amounted
also to 4,500,000 copies. Of the 15c. value
5,000,000 copies were issued and the colours
vary from dull violet to dark violet.
Although the series had been prepared a
long time ahead, the printing was not executed with the care that might have been expected and a number of minor varieties exist of
all three values. There were also some major
plate flaws. Among the minor varieties one
-

should mention the "shifted" background and
small hyphen-like lines between 1-9-1-9 as
well as interrupted frame lines, defect
letters and figures, which are particularly
frequent on the 10c. value (on the 3rd, 5th,
28th and 30th stamp in the sheet), and
missing names of the engrave and designer.
To the "major varieties" belong the "Angel
with mask" and the figure "919" (instead of
1919) on the lOc. value and
the plate flaws on the 23rd,
25th, 48th and 50th stamp,
which show the "broken elbow"
(see illustration).
A similar major plate flaw
occurred on the 15c. value
where, on the 18th and 43rd
stamp, the wounded warrior
"SHATTERED
can be found with a "shattered'
KNEE"
knee". Because this plate
ON THE 15c.
flaw occurred on only two
stamps in the sheet (and was later efficiently retouched) it is much more scarce than
the "Angel with the broken elbow".
Two other interesting flaws on the 15c.
are the comet-like break above the left-hand
value figures, and a star-like light:: area
above the right-hand value figures. Finally
there is a long break in the plate, which
is visible as a jugged line from the lefthand corner to the "15" and then curving
to the second "9". This plate break is
rarely encountered as the plate was quickly
restored after the flaw was noticed.
E.H.S.

10% SUMM -R DISC7OU\1 Y
If not, it's time to hurry! Only a few`days remain!

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 27 WESTBURY ROAD, LONDON. N.12
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THE INTERN. LABOUR OFFICE.
Our Berne correspondent reports that the P.T.T. is preparing a new set for the
Intern.Labour Office in Geneva. At present there are no
less than 20 overprinted values - the lower from 5c.to
70c. on Landscape designs
with "BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU
TRAVAIL",. the "historical"
stamps from 80c. to 2f. and
the three highest values with
the overprint "Courrier du
Bureau International du
Travail".
When the overprinted stamps
for the United Nations were
replaced a year ago by a definite set, only 6 values were
issued, which proved quite
sufficient for the franking
of the U.N.agencies mail. It
is true, however, that while
the U.N. have their headquarters in New York, the Intern.
Labour Office is still domiciled exclusively at Geneva
and that therefore the requirements of different denominations exceed those of
the small U.N. office in
Europe. It will be several
months before the new set
appears; at present it is in
the stage of preparations of
the designs.

"WATCH THAT CHILD"
The
present nation-wide campaign
in Britain for the prevention
of road accidents coincides
with sinilar actions in Western Europe, where the toll of
road casualties is even great
er than in this country. The
Swiss are using the postage
stamp as one of the means of
propaganda. The British Post
Office would, of course, not
stoop so low. We shall get
instead "regional stamps" for
Much Binding in the Marsh and
Greater Wallop - maybe....
DEATH. OF ALBERT AUBERSON
At the age of 78 this grand
master of Swiss philately and
for 31 years Editor of the
Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung
died in Berne on June 15th.

AN
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Death of Albert Auberson cont GUM OR NO GUM ?
The Federation of Swiss
Auberson succeeded A. de
Phil.Societies is at present
Reuterskioeld, with whom he
conducting an inquiry into
collaborated on many books
and articles in the editorial the problem of gum and the
valuation of unused stamps
chair. His research into
without gum. In truly Swiss
"Swiss P.O.s abroad" and the
democratic fashion the CentSwiss Telegraph stamps broke
ral Committee is holding a
completely new ground.
"referendum" among all Swiss
Auberson was for many years
collectors and dealers who
a senior official of the
were invited to send their
P.T.T. which he joined in
1885 and from which he retir- observations and proposals
to a specially appointed
ed in 1943.
committee of the Federation.
THE NEW GIBBONS Europe
The results of this inquiry
catalogue 1957 is to hand.
will be published and we
The publishers announce that
shall report on the findirr
their listing of Armenia has
of the committee, which will
been revised and that they
include the question of marhave regrouped the issues of
ket prices and catalogue
the Civil War in Russia...
valuation of gum-less but
We wonder how many collectors un-used stamps.
in the English-speaking world FLORAL PHILATELY
are particularly interested
A thematic
in these issues! Switzerland,
club : in
on the other hand, remains as
America issneglected by Gibbons as it
ued recently
has been for many years and
a little
its listing is more confusing
booklet listhan helpful to collectors of
ting - all
Swiss stamps. Many prices of
stamps with
Swiss issues have gone up in
flower designs. Swiss issthe 1957 catalogue, viz. the
ues of the Pro Juventute
1881 50c. goes up from 55 to
sets between 1943 and 1949
75/- mint, the Standing Helappear prominently in this
vetia 25c. deep yellow green
list, which comprises no
mint from £2 to £3.5/- and
less than 400 different
all 9-2 perfs. go up by £1
flowers classified under 52
mint for the lower values,
headings. Nearly every counwhile the 40c. jumps from
try in the world is now rep£12 to £15, the 50c. from
resented with some sta'" -q.
£17 to £20 and the 1 f. from
£14 to £16 (all mint). The 3f showing floral designs.
NEW PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS
green (1914) goes up from £6
to £7 for a mint copy and the appeared during the summer,
two first airmail stamps are
including one for Brig on
up also, as is the 1946 Pro
the Simplon, depicting the
Aero (from 7s.6d. to to/-).
Stockalper Palace, another
A similar rise is listed for
for the lovely spot of Kehrthe 1 f.50c.-Swissair. In
sitten on the Burgenstock
accordance with the Swiss
and a third for Weier, the
market, Gibbons put up the
Emmental village, which is
mint quotations of the 3 obthe starting point for the
solete "Historical" stamps of Lueg.
1941 as follows:
THE POSTMARK COLLECTION of
50c. from 1/9 to 4/-, 60c.
the Federation of Swiss Ph.
from 2/- to 5/6 and 70c. from Societies started in 1926
2/8 to 3/6,.while. the 3c.
and housed since 1937 with
black of the Landscape set
the Geneva P.S. has now
goes up from 6d. to 1/6d.
grown to 36 volumes and conBut, alas, as long as Gibbons tains not less than 27,000
neglects the paper differencitems. Its custodian is M.
es and does not revise the
E.Albaree, 5 rue Ecole de
Imperf. Helvetia and many
Medicine, Geneva.
other issues, the catalogue
A HARMER AUCTION on October
will remain of little use
2, in London will include
to the serious Switzerland
Swis lots héanys off great
v5
l
collector who had for years
ich 4E. . o ritont. 1i nes ( cast.
been compelled to turn to
a Double Gen ev a _
at 2
Cx
Swiss catalogues.
â oevd lu85s
f „ t o5
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(Conclusion)

By and by the Postal Motor Coaches conquered even the
most difficult roads - though in some instances the
forbidding Alpine terrain makes it still impossible to
employ motor transport. Even today there are a few .
villages in Switzerland, to which access, apart from on
foot, is only possible by using mules. Our illustration
shows a postman, patiently trotting behind his pack
mule, conveying mail and parcels to the isolated spot.
But these are rare exceptions. The Motor Coach has,
Sometime. the horse or the mule
indeed, penetrated into the most remote and most diffbeats the motor ...
icult accessible parts of the country.
The postal motor coaches provide the last word in comfort and luxurious travelling.
They are equipped with perfect springs and suspension devices and one feels as if riding
on air, with the world at one's feet. The mechanical equipment of the coaches is so
perfect - and the maintenance so thorough - that a breakdown (which would be no joke on
some of the zig-zagging serpentine roads) is practically excluded. The carburation,
safety valves and brakes are planned and tested for high altitudes and the special strain
the difficult ro64s exact from the engine. With this is coupled the experience and training of the driver, who must be able to tackle every emergency, such as a suddenly descending fog in high altitudes that suddenly seems to throw a bag over one's head and
foAw the driver to lead his vehicle blindly.
.....tever the difficulties may be to run a regular service over the Alpine roads, it may
be - child's play in summer, compared with the struggle that the winter provides, with
its masses of snow, the danger of avalanches and the icy roads. And yet the Postal Motor
Coaches run nearly all their summer schedules also in winter. The winter sport season
even makes the running of more frequent services necessary on many roads, and just on
those which are often the most difficult to tackle. The difference in altitudes of points
on one single postal coach route, which connects a town in the valley and some high
mountain resort or ski station, may amount to anything up to 4,000 or even 5,000 feet.
Often the road in the lower region is quite unencumbered when the journey starts, only
to become snow-bound as it rises. The snow is at first heavy and Wet, then dry 9 , and
finally powdery and hard, presenting an almost unsurpassable obstacles to the wheels of
the heavy coach. In addition, most of these roads in the high Alps are rather narrow,
with hairpin bends and often run along the edge of rocky precipioes.
The P.T.T. has a fleet of snow ploughs and specially constructed "snow-throwers",
which work on the bull-dozer principle, for the removal of the snow, which often reaches
drifts 10 feet high and more, even on the great pass roads. Gangs of experienced snow
workers patrol the roads and special small snow patrol cars are preceding the motor
coaches when the wintry season is at its worst. The heavy tourist traffic during the
winter sport season is one of Switzerland's important sources of revenue and the difficu! 'and costly task of keeping the roads clear and passable must be undertaken, whatever
the expense and hard work. Anyone who has seen Swiss alpine roads in winter can only
smile at the ponderous announcements and warnings issued during our comparatively mild
winters by the R.A.S. or the A.A. about "impassable roads" in the north of England...
Many of the readers will probably know the road from Maloja to Casaccia. If you do not,
picture to yourself a. narrow road, with a
gradient of one in ten, and numerous sharp
and unexpected blind, corners. Add to this,
in winter, a covering of snow which may
reach the depth of 15 feet, as hard as stone
on the beaten track and as soft as mud oh
each side of it. The writer saw snow ploughs
working on that road to clear it for the
postal coaches. A stretch of two miles was
cleared in as many hours...and soon coaches
full of tourists were moving again towards
the winter sport paradise of St.Moritz and
into the Upper Engadin. The coaches are fitted with six wheels with heavy chains and a
small triangular plough fixed in front. And
they get through!
Winter motoring is a wonderful experience
in Switzerland - thanks to the Postal Motor
Coaches, and the happy passengers can only
agree with the song of the poets
"Thy mountains we ascend.
With joy in all our hearts"
E.H.S.
(The End)
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The principles of the Federal Constitution though influenced by the French Revolution, derive entirely from
the old confederate sources. The two-chamber system, on
the other hand was formed on the American pattern, the
Senate serving as a model for the Council of States and
the House of Representatives for the National Council.
The Government, or cabinet, called the Federal Council, is appointed at the first session of the newlyelected Federal Assembly (the combined sitting of both
Houses). It consists of only seven members(Ministers).
The chairman of the Federal Council (the "first minister") is also the President of the Swiss state and holds
this office for four years. Apart from being the President and chairman of the council he also has departmental duties. At one time the President was, for
instance, also the Federal Councillor (Minister) for
Post and Transport. The other departments area
Political Department (Foreign Affairs), Department of
the Interior, Department of Justice and Police,
Military Department, Department of Finance and Customs
and Department of Public Economy (trade, agriculture
etc.).
In addition to parliament and government, there is a
third power - the Federal'Court, which has its seat in
Lausanne. This highest court has four divisions, one of
which has highly political authority, charged with the
protection of the constitutional rights of all Swiss
citizens. The judges of the Federal Court are elected
by the Federal Assembly for a period of 6 years.
Having discussed the constitutional and executive
organisation of the Swiss state, we must now turn to a
brief consideration of the Swiss people, whose peculiar
character and traditions are expressed in their constitution and state authority.
Six and a half centuries of common experience have
given the Swiss people the most strongly, marked national character in Europe. And yet the Swiss belong to at
least three, or more correctly to four or even five
different races and speak four •different languages.
Nothing could prove better that it is neither language
nor -race- which goes to make a nation. Common experience
creates that similarity of mind. Whether a Swiss is
German-speaking, or French-speaking, or Italian-speaking
- he is first and foremost a Swiss and does not consider
himself a German, a Frenchman or an Italian. Indeed he
would be offended if one would consider him as such.
In the early
times of the
Confederation
the Forest
cantons secured for
themselves
the territory
beyond the
Gotthard and
subjected the
Italian-speaking population.- The
French-speaking areas of
Bienne, Neuchatel,Geneva
and the Valais
joined the League of Thirteen, while the conquest of Vai n
u. hhe
they ex a ded the French lan a e
further
by B
ssociaate distrt s.nc h l th
- in o he
e
Romano
"a y
an o
Swiss Uonfederration. When the state of 22 cantons with
equal rights was created in 1848, all the languages were
,
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The Annual General Meeting of
the Society will take place on
November 6th, 1956 at the SWAN
Restaurant, Cosmo Place,London
W.C.1. The formal notices will
be published in the October
issue of the "Helvetia News
Letter", with which also the
Annual Statement and Balance
will be distributed to all
members. Please make a note of
the date and every effort to
attend the meeting. After the
business part, there will be
an interesting display.
THE SECOND CUP COMPETITION
will be held on December 4th
and entry will have to reach
the Hon.Secretary by the second half of November. The
Competition Rules, which are
the same as last year, wil_lbe
re-published in the Octobe,
issue of the "News Letter",
but members should start to
make their preparations for
entries. We hope that this
year a large number of "provincial" members will take
part, whose chances of winning
the Silver Cup and the Runner's
Up prizes are, of course,
exactly the same as those of
London members.
LONDON GROUP MEETINGS
The first meeting of the season will be on OCTOBER 2nd, at
6.30 p.m. at the Swan Restaurant, Cosmo Place, Southampton
Row, W.C.1. (a short walking
distance from Holborn Tub(
station, buses 68,77,188 and
196 stop a few yards from Cosmo Place). The October meeting
will be a "Reunion" with a
display of Recent Acquisitions
a Quiz and Discussion, and
members are invitedto bring
their queries and also any
interesting items recently
acquired.
In the new year there will
be displays of Cantonals, Sol
dier Stamps, Swiss Fiscals,
Swiss Thematics, Miniature
Sheets, a special Switzerland
Liechtenstein display by Mr.J
Beken, and also at least one
Auction. A number of "short
displays" and talks on various
issues are also being prepared
by the Committee.
THE YORKSLLANCS GROUP
programme is in preparation
and we hope to publish details
about the Bradford meetings in
the next issue of the "News
Letter"
-

-
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Chairman:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Treasurers i Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supts
DR. F.H. TAYLOR O.B.E. MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
MR. J.H. SHORT,
MR. A.J. HARDING,
17, Belltrees Grove,
115, Peppard Road,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, 31, Somerset Way,
London. S.W.16,
Caversham. Reading.
Ilford. Essex.
Iver. Bucks.
OCTOBER 1956
Edited by E.H.SPIRO
No.10 (Tenth Year)
In accordance with the Society's Rules N O T I C E is hereby given that the

.......___._...._ANNUAL

GENERAL

MEETING

will be held on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6th, 1956 at 6.45 p.m. prompt, at the
SWAN RESTAURANT, Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1 (Short walking distance from the Holborn-Kingsway Underground Stationsbusès 68,?7,188,196 stop at' Cosmo Place

(1)Minutes of the A.G.M. held on
4th October, 1955;
(2)Matters arising from Minutes;
(3) REPORT by the Hon.Secretary;
(4) Hon.Treasurer's REPORT and
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS:

A G E N D A
(5) ELECTION of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee 1956157;
MOTIONS
and RESOLUTIONS
(6)
(see note below);
(7) Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS:

Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the Committee,
namely the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon.Secretary, Hon.Treasurer,
Hon.Exchange Packet Superintendent, Hon.Auditorj Chairman of the Expert
Committee, and (not exceeding) TWELVE members of the Committee should
be sent to the Hon.Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, without delay and
reach her not later than by the first post on Monday, November 5th.
RESOLUTIONS: Any Member desiring to move a Resolution of°otion at the Annual General
Meeting, must give n o t i c e in writing, enclosing the text of the
Resolution, to the Hon. Secretary before the opening of the A.G.M.
After the business meeting (which is expected to last about 1 hour) there will be a
COVERS"
"PRE-STAMP
DISPLAY ' of
MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
and are also invited to contribute towards the display.
T a y 1 o r,
Dr. F.H.
E.J.
R awns 1 e y,
Chairman
Hon. Secretary

SECOND ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION _.._. ._. .__.__._._.^ _.__.__.. .
to be held at the SWAN RESTAURANT, London.W.C.l., on TUESDAY, 4th DECEMBER 1956
at 6.45 p.m.
All members are invited to enter the Competition and send their entries to
reach the Competition Organiser, Mrs,E.J.Rawns1ey, not later than on Saturday, December 1st. 1956. All entries will be fully covered by
insurance during the period from receipt to return to their owners.
The

ADJUDICATORS this year will be Mr. TOM MORGAN, Editor of the "Philatelic
Magazine" and Mr. G.B. ERSKINE.

The RULES of the Competition and

CONDITIONS for entering it are on Page 4
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As already briefly reported, the P.T.T. issued on
With the issue of the new set for
October 22nd two short "Service" stamp sets for the
the Intern.Labour Office, the curruse of two international agencies which operate
ent stamps. overprinted "Courrier du
under the aegis of the United Nations Assembly and
Bureau International du Travail"
have their headquarters in Geneva.
will be demonetised on April 30th,
One set is for the INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE and 1957. They will be valid for frankis destined to replace the current (and much longer) ing of the official mail of the
overprinted sets of Landscape, Historical and High
Intern.Labour Office until that date
values designs.
but our correspondent in Berne says
The new set consists of only six values, in two
that stocks are low and that they
different designs. The 5c. grey, 10c. green and
are expected to be exhausted before
40c. blue show the figures of two miners taken from
that date. The Philatelic Agency
the bas-relief of the Albert Thomas Monument in
accepts orders for the "old" stamps
Geneva, and in addition to the value and "Helvetia"
as long as stocks last.
the inscription "Bureau International du Travail".
These three stamps are in vertical format, while the SEVENTY LOTS OF SWITZERLAND
20c. red, 60c. brown and 2 Francs purple show - in a
including a number of Cantonals and
layout - a symbolic presentation of "industrial
many Rayons, were offered at an
work", a globe, connected by a belt to to a flywheel, separated by a factory chimney. Both designs !auction at Plumridge's in Londr —on
are be Hans Thoeni. The second is neither particular- l October 18th. The majority of tu.e
ly attractive nor is the symbolism artistically pre- rarer stamps was in rather poor
sented. The miners motif is reminiscent of the rather condition and some of the scarce
items went at very modest prices
unpretty German pre-inflation stamps of 1920. Karl
Bickel engraved both designs, and his masterly hand- On the other hand the few fine
copies reached near-catalogue bids
ling somewhat reconciles one with Herr Thoeni's
We
shall report about this and the
pictures.
recent
Harmer's auction presently.
The size of the stamps is that of the current Land-1
scape postage set. White smooth paper was used by the; AN ,ARTICLE ON SWISS MOBILE P.O.
P.T.T. Printing Office in the rotary recess process.
from the pen of Mr.Norman Hill
The stamps are printed in two sheets per cylinder
(numbered 1 and 2), each sheet consisting of 50stamps . appeared on September 28th in "Stamp
The other "service" set is for a new international Collecting". It included some good
agency now domiciled in Geneva, the WORLD METEOROLO- illustrations of the Lake Steamer
cancellations and provided to the
GICAL ORGANIZATION - an official institution of the
beginner in the field of railway
weather prophets. This set too consists of 6 values
of similar denominations as the International Labour postmarks some encouragement. We
hope to start soon in the "Helvetia
Office set, produced in similar colours. The. 5, 10
News Letter" a more detailed
and 40c. values show the problems which face the
on this fascinating subject.
weather forecasters, namely a cloud, a blazing sun
(which looks like a peeled orange) and ten heavy rain A SHORT SUPPLEMENT containing some
drops...The artist responsible for this design is
Donald Brun, of Basle. The 20c., 60c. and 2f. values price alterations was issued by the
Amateur Collector's Catalogue of
show some of the instruments used in weather foreSwitzerland.
casting - a direction indicator and an anemometer;
and all in addition to the value and "Helvetia" the
inscription "ORGANISATION METEOROLOGIQUE MONDIALE".
Eric Ponsy was the designer, assisted by Hans Hartman
who did the lettering and figures. Albert Yersin
engraved the two designs, which are both in a horizontal format. Paper and printing is as for the Labour
Office series.
The two new service series cannot vie in any regard]
with any other Swiss stamps. The designs are rather !
pedestrian and the single colours add to the dullness'
Both sets will not be sold at Swiss post offices,
as they are issued for the use of the two organizat
ions only. But they can be order in. the usual way
from the Philatelic Agency in Berne. From October
22nd until December 31st, two Geneva post offices
(Nr.10, at the United Nations Palace and Nr.22, at
'But, Sheila, I told you
the Intern.Labour Office) will use special postmarks
you must find a hobby for
for cancelling the respective two sets and first day
your hubby...mine is a
covers can be ordered with either or both sets
stamp collector...',
cancelled in this manner from the Philatelic Agency.
:
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The Editor regrets the meagre
M contents of this issue of the
"Helvetia News Letter", caused by
the official announcements of the
A.G.M., the Annual Cup Competition
0 and the Group programmes for the
new season.
The November issue will have at
least six pages and contain several
interesting articles, and also a
further instalment of the series,
"All about Switzerland", which had
to be left over.
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YORKS/LfNCS GROUP
Officers for 1956/1957
Chairman, Mr.G.G. Heaps; Vice-Chairman,
Mr.J.N. Highsted; Hon.Sec.and Treasurer,
Mr.J.A. Eastwood; Hon.Librarian, Mr.A.A.
Hoyle; Translator, Mr.A.C. Wilson; Press
Secretary, Mr.L. Moore; Copyist, Mr.J.
Walker.
Pre-amore for 1956/1957
NGv_,3rd: U.P.U. 1900 issues and postmarks, Display by Mr.U.J.F. Gosling;
DEC. 8th: "Quiz" conducted by Mr.Li..C.
Wilson;
JAN. 12th: Competition;
FEB. 2nd: FILM SHOW conducted by Mr.
L. Moore;
MAR. 2nd: Ambulant and Ship Posts,
Display by Mr.J.N. Highsted;
APRIL 6th: Hotel Posts, Display by Mr.
E.M. Hamilton;
MAY 4th: Annual General Meeting of
the Yorks/Lancs Group.
All meetings held at the residence of
Mr.J.N. Highsted, 4 Park View Road,
Heaton, Bradford on Saturdays, 2.30 p.m.
The Group has been invited to give a
Sw tzerland display to the Leeds Philate, J Society on March 5th, 1956.
Hon.Group Secretary; J.A. EASTWOOD,
Whinney Field House, Skircoat Green Rd,
Halifax (Yorks). Phone 3791
AMATEUR
C O L L E C T O R' S
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THE SIMPLON STORY
On October 16th,. it was 34
years that the Simplon
tunnel railway traffic was
started on both tracks. It
is true that the Swiss
Railways celebrated last
May the 50th anniversary
of the Simplon tunnel. But
in fact, it took another
16 years - between the opening of the first
tunnel gallery and the beginning of railway
traffic through the second gallery on October
16,1922. The commemorative stamp issued this
year thus celebrated - strictly speaking only the opening of the first tunnel gallery.
The story of the tunnel, one of the greatest
engineering feats in railway history, goes
back to the year 1877, when M.Lommel, the
chief engineer of the "Compagnie du Chemin de
Fer", a privately owned undertaking, produced
the first plans for the tunnel. The Swiss and
Italian governments and private enterprise in
both countries agreed, after many years of
study, to finance the ambitious project for
the building of a 19,803 meters long tunnel,
the cost of which were estimated at the then
fantastic sum of over 700 million Swiss
francs. A state treaty was c.ncluded between
Switzerland and Italy on November 25,1895 and
on August 1,1898 the first drill was put to
the rock near Brig, on the north side of the
tunnel. After 6 years and 208 days of almost
superhuman effort..at 20 minutes past 7
o'clock in the evening..the last hole had
been drilled - letting in light into the
tunnel on its south end. It was the 24th of
February 1905, a date that made history.
Landslides, floodings, avalanches and huge
caving-in had been fought and conquered. On
June 1,1906 the first regular train ran
through the Simplon providing the shortest
railway link between Northern and Western
Europe with the South and the Orient. The
first world war interrupted the building of
the second gallery and it took many years until in 1922 the tunnel was completed,allowing
a two track traffic.

j t1 SWISS IvINIIITLRE SHEETS
1 11942 NAT.FETE.... 7/6 1948 IMABA...... 7/6

11937 PRO JUVENT.. 2/6 1951 LUNABA.... 10/6
In view of the high pressure of work and 1
1945 WAR FUND......25/shortage of staff during the holiday period' Centenaries:
it has not been possible to prepare No. 17
1943 ZURICH...... 9/6 1943 GENEVA..... 9/6
of the "SWISS PHILATELIST".
A short I ZURICH LUXURY... 12/
1945 BALE...... 11/"BULLETIN" is, however, now available to
PEACE
SET
used.....77/1945
all our customers and friends
f r e e 1 NOW BOOKING: New issues released on October
of charge, containing a number of 422nd for the International Labour Office and
Meteorological Organisation.
PRICE
I
ALTERATIONS
f !World
Both
sets
comprise 5,10,20,40 and 60 c. and
and
2
f.
values.
PRICE per set
6/3d4
SPEC I A L
OFFERS
,I have an interesting selection of AIRMAIL
Spending the forthcoming issue of the 1957
land FIRST DAY COVERS and will be pleased to
{
I SUPPLEMENT to our AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S
.Lsend
selections on approval to any member of
CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND.
'the Helvetia Philatelic Society.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
{?
27 WESTBURY ROAD - WOODSIDE PARK
14 LOW LANE - TORRISHOLME
LONDON. N. 12
MORECAMBE
LANCS.
4
-
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THE ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
will be held at the Swan Restaurant, Cosmo
Place, London. W.C.1 on TUESDAY, 4th
December, 1956 at 6.45 prompt.
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A NEW MEETING PLACE for the monthly meetings

l and

displays of the Group is now being conIsidered. The lighting at the Swan Restaurant
jis far from being ideal and when displays
of varieties or other "Special items" are
The
Adjudicators
on
this
occasion
will
be
!given,
some members rightly complain that
N1r.Tem Morgan, Editor of the Philatelic
lighting is insufficient. It is hoped to
Magazine" and Mr.G.B. Erskine, both of whom book a more convenient room at Caxton Hall
are well known in the philatelic world. after the New Year.
All Members, and particularly those residing
outside London are urgently invited to take PROGRAMME FOR THE NEW SEASON
part. All entries will be fully covered by Apart from the A.G.M. and a display of "Preinsurance (without charge to entrants) Stamp Covers" on November 6th and the Annual
during the period from receipt by the Comp- Cup Competition on December 4th the CommitteE
etition Organiser to the return of the
arranged the following meetings and displays
entries to their owners
for 1956:
TUE
Entries, which should be carefully packed" FEBRUARY 5th: "LIECHTENSTEIN" (with
Swiss BEKEN.
affiliations) Talk and Display by
and dispatched by Registered Mail, must be ' Mr.J.
in the hands of the Competition Organiser,
ITUE° MARCH 5ths Visit and Display by Members
the Hon.Secretary of the Society, Mrs. E.J. ! of the LONDON SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETY.
RAWNSLEY, 32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford.EssexITUE° APRIL 2nd: "SWISS FISCALS", Talk and
not later than SATURDAY, DECEMBER let. 1956.
Display by Mr.P. STRATTON, and "SWISS
In addition to the SILVER CUP to be awarded I AL STATIONERY" introduced by Mr.E.H. SPIRO.
to the winner of the Competition, a consolat-TUE: MAY 7th: "CANTONALS" (a combined
ion prize will be presented to the Runner-u14 display by several members) and "SOLDIERS
STAMPS" led in by Mrs.E.J. RAWNSLEY et al.
RULES AND CONDITIONS FOR ENTRY
UE:
'T JUNE 4ths "SWISS THEMATICS".
(1) The Competition shall be held annually iThere will be no meeting in January. It is
at a date determined by the Committee of thethoped to have at least one auction and also
Helvetia Philatelic Society as a display of a bourse on two evenings.
IA VERY SUCCESSFUL MEETING on October 2nd
album leaves from collections of Swiss
stamps owned by members of the Society. Thelheralded the start of the new season, and a .
display shall be held at a meeting of the 'warm welcome was given to several new memLondon Group but shall be open to all Mem- (hers. The chairman, Dr.F.H. Taylor, O.B.E.,
Iopened the proceedings with a most interestbers of the Society wherever they reside.
(2) Competitors shall enter not less than ling display on "VARIETIES FOR ALL", covering
SIX and not more than TEN sheets, comprising; all the catalogued-and found,
some of the uncatalany postage stamps, charity,,airmail,specialothee1 919 r Peaces issue e and S.d.N. d st
stamps
postage dues,off icial or any other issues,
miniature sheets,semi-postal issues (such as Letter.
recentlyItdescribed
in the
Helvetia
soon became
apparent
how News
mut can
Hotel- Soldier- and Airmail labels etc.)
entires,flown covers,postal stationery,iss- be missed by not 'keeping one's eyes open'.
ued in Switzerland and normally considered Following
this Dr.Taylorprincipally
produced some
"RECENT ACQUISITIONS",
Airmail
as philatelic items in a collection.
covers, with one unique item of a 50c. 1919
(3) A JURY appointed by the Committee of the "propeller" overprint on cover, cancelled
Helvetia Philatelic Society shall judge the "1910" and then re-cancelled correctly "1919
entries and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to Other members showed a number of interesting
items, some consisting of postmarks on which
the owner of the entry which they shall
further information was sought and this
select as most worthy.
Entries shall be judged by a system of resulted in a lively general discussion.

(4)

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
points based under the following headings:
1. General philatelic interest........ 25
2. Originality (incl. research)....... 25 ZUMSTEIN AND MULLER CATALOGUES
3. Writing-up and Arrangement......... 25
All orders received have now been dis4. Condition (catalogue value to
patched.
Members who missed placing orders
be ignored).... 25
still do so, as arrangements have been
(5) The Helvetia Silver Cup awarded annually can
made for further supplies from the publishshall remain in the possession of the winner
3 weeks before
for eleven months following the award, and ers. But it takes up to
then returned to the Competition Organiser delivery
(owing to customs delays) can be
effectuated.
named by the Committee. The Cup shall then
The prices arcs
be awarded to the next winner, but if the
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED..°°........ ..25/same person wins three successive Annual Cup
MULLER
SEMI-SPECIALISED......... .0 7/r
Competitions, the Cup shall become his or
ZUMSTEIN
"SMALL"................ .. 2/6
her property, and the Committee shall proAll post free
vide a new Cup for the next Competition.
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Chairman:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Treasurers
DR. F.H. TAYLOR O.B.E. MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
MR. A.J. HARDING,
17, Belltrees Grove,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, 31, Somerset Way,
London. S.W.16.
Ilford. Essex.
Iver. Bucks.
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Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham. Reading.

Edited by E.H.SPIRO.
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TI-IE SECOND CUP COMPETITION

will be held on Tuesday, December 4th, 1956 at the "Swan Restaurant", Cosmo Place,
Southampton Row, London. W.C. 1 (a short walking distance from the Holborn-Kingsway
Underground Station, buses 68, 77(a), 188 and 196 stop at Cosmo Place).
The meeting will open at 6.30 p.m. and the display of the Exhibition entries will start
at 6.45 p.m. prompt. Members (who are invited to bring along for this meeting, their
elist-friends) are requested to attend punctually.
ph
The Adjudicators for the award of the HELVETIA SILVER CUP and the Runner-up Prize will be
Mr. Tom MORGAN, Editor of the "Philatelic Magazine", and Mr. G.B. ERSKINE.
Entries should be sent without delay to the Competition Organiser, Mrs. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
All entries are fully insured
32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex, by Registered Mail.
(up to 2100) from the moment they reach Mrs. Rawnsley until they are returned to the
owners. LONDON members can, if they desire, deliver their entries by hand to Mrs.Rawnsley
The Rules and Conditions for entry have
at the beginning of the meeting, at 6.30 p.m.
been published in the October issue of the "Helvetia News Letter" and we repeat here only
briefly that not less than SIX and not more than TEN album sheets can be entered,
comprising any philatelic items issued in Switzerland, i.e. postage stamps, charity, airmail, postage due and official issues, as well as miniature sheets, semi-official issues
(such as Hotel, Soldier and Air labels), flown letters, stationery, postal history items
etc.
The Committee hope that those members who have not yet entered for the Competition will
do so without delay. The monetary or catalogue value of the entries will not be taken
into account by the Jurors, who will award the prizes for the best entries of (a) general
phi3telic interest, (b) originality, incl. research, (c) writing-up and arrangement, and
(d) .edition. A beginner or "medium" collector has thus an equal chance of winning a
prize as has an advanced collector or specialist.

FRANK STPVPS AND LAB E LS
One of the less popular fields of Swiss philately covers the so called Frank stamps,
that is the labels and later the stamps issued by the Swiss Post Office to hospitals and
nursing homes managed by the Swiss Red Cross or charity funds, which entitled the manage ments as well as the inmates of these institutions to a free transmission of their mail.
While most Switzerland collectors include the adhesive stamps issued between 1911 and
1943, their predecessors, the labels used by the Red Cross, are rarely
encountered even in large collections. And yet all these issues deserve
interest, if for no other reason than because they provide some very
interesting aspects of postal history and of Swiss history in general.
The first "PORTO-FREIHEITS-MARKEN" (literally translated the
description means "exemption from postage stamps") were issued in 1870,
for the benefit of the large number of wounded French soldiers, who
crossed the Swiss frontier during the Franco-Prussian war. After the
defeat at Sedan, on September 1, 1870, when Emperor Napoleon III was
taken prisoner on the battle field, large parts of the French army disintegrated and during the ensuing weeks some 80,000 officers and men fled across the
Swiss frontier, carrying with them thousands of their wounded comrades. The Swiss
government and people were faced with the difficult task to care for so many uninvited
guests, but, as always, the Swiss showed all the charity and generosity and provided
camps for the fit and medical care for the disabled. The wounded men were distributed
among a large number of hospitals and a number of special emergency hospitals and camps
were quickly improvised. The main centres were in Geneva, Lausanne, Vevey, Neuchatel and
Bale.
(Continued over page
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The Swiss and the International Red:Cross
came to an arrangement with the Swiss Post
Office to enable at first the disabled and
later all French soldiers to post their mail
home without any charge. The Swiss Post
'Office made, however, the condition that all
such mail should bear some distinct marking
or label applied on the letters by the Red
Cross officials. At first rubber stamps were
used in various shapes and with various inscription. Then the local camp and hospital
managements began to issue special labels.
Altogether eleven different labels are
known, in addition there were two parcel
labels for conveying heavy packages. For
these a small charge of 10c. and 200., (according to the weight of the parcels) was
made.
These parcel labels were issued,
however, only by the Neuchatel Committee for
the Assistance of Prisoners of War, a committee set up by private citizens. The Red
Cross organisations conveyed all the mail,
including parcels completely free of charge.
The two first labels were rectangular,
abt. 1 by 1 inch, printed rather roughly,
and bearing in a double frame the word "PAIX"
(Peace) in large letters, with the inscription "SECOURS aux VICTIMES DE LA GUERRE"
(Help for the victims of the war) in the
upper and lower parts of the frame and the
words "FRANCE" and "SUISSE" at the right and
left sides of the frame. These two labels
differ only in the colour of the printing one is in red, the other in yellow-greén.
The Lausanne Committee followed suit with
two labels, the first with the inscription
"COMITE nE SEC OURS POUR STRASSBOURG-LAUSANNE"I
surrounding a large emblem of the Red Cross.
This label was meant for those refugees who
had come from Strassbourg, but as very soon
a large number of soldiers from other parts
of the Corder area entered Switzerland, a
second yabel was issued, on which the word
"Strassbourg" was missing. Both these Lausanne labels were printed in red, they were
rectangular, somewhat smaller than the "PAIR"
labels and with an octagonal frame.
The fifth label was issued
by the Red Cross Committee
at Vevey, and the illustrat- I
ion makes a detailed desThe
cription unnecessary.
inscription means "Committee
for the help of wounded".
The label was printed in red.
The Bale committee issued a somewhat similar
label which is depicted on the
right. It was printed in two
colours, the inscription and
frame in black, the cross in
red.
Another Bale label was
issued by the International
Red Cross Committee which took
care of not only the wounded
but of all French Prisoners of
War in Prussian hands.
(To be continued)
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SWISS TRAIN, SHIP and T.P.O. POSTMARKS
In the December issue of the "Helvetia
News Letter" we shall commence a series of
articles on the train-, ship- and other
T.P.O. postmarks, based on a study by Mr.
Felix Grafe. The series will be illustrated by a large number of the cancellations
and will describe most of the postmarks
used by the Swiss Federal and private
railway post offices from their introduction in 1860 to the present day.
MORE SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
are being at present dispersed through
auctions in this country than for many
years past. Maybe that the "credit
squeeze" is compelling some collectors to
dispose of their treasures. After some 7 0
lots had been offered' in a; sale at Plumridge's recently, Harmer's announce
of over 200 Swiss lots offered at the—
auction on November 27, and a "largeSwiss
collection offered by a Welsh collector.
PRESIDENT OF LONDON SWISS AT A.G.M.
Mr. Max Uehlinger, the distinguished
Swiss philatelist and President of the
London Swiss P.S. attended our A.G.M. and
was warmly welcomed from the Chair. Mr.
Uehlinger contributed some fine items for
the display following the A.G.M., which
was devoted to postal history and preadhesive covers.
KILOWARE - MAY BE DISAPPOINTING
Some of our members have been complaining lately that when ordering "Kiloware", advertised flamboyantly as containing "mainly fine Swiss pictorials" th,
The
met with bitter disappointment.
"pictorials" were almost entirely copies of
the 10c. or 20c. current Landscape issue,
with a very few of the most common P.J. or
publicity stamps. The Editor has asked
one of the firms who has been advertising
this kind of mass material at 21/-s per
pound, to let him see a sample. Alas, he
found the complaints of the members only
too justified. Kilowäre in Switzerland
is sold under strictly correct descriptions, for instance "erlesen", which means
"picked" parcels are being sold at such
low price as 5/- Swiss francs per 1 kilogramme (ai lb.). Better class Kiloware,
containing many P.J., National Fete, high
values etc. is, on the other hand, sold
at as much as 20/- to 25/- francs per
lb., though still cheaper than the
material of very lower qualities sold in
this country. When one buys a pup in a
bag, one must not grumble that one was
sold a pup.... Incidentally, after the
Editor's correspondence with the firm in
question, its advertisements have now been
discontinued.
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POSTAL STATIONERY CAN BE FASCINAT1 \C
By E.H. Spiro
On June 1 9 1867 9 the "Official Advertiser"
of the Federal Post Office contained the
following announcements
"In accordance with the resolution passed
by the Swiss Federal Government on July 16,
1866 9 the Post Office is issuing two envelopes
with imprinted Tax Marks of 5 and 10 Centimes.
"The sale of these envelopes will commence
on July 1, 1867 at all post offices and post
agencies. The Post Office will not postmark
the Tax Marks, but it is prohibited to accept
envelopes which have been used before. Postage
stamps applied on the envelopes to cover
additional postage will be postmarked.
"The size of the. envelopes will be 49 by
28 and 49 by 38 lines (A "line" was about 3,5
millimeters long. E.H.S.) The envelopes at
5 c. have a brown and those at 10 c. a red Tax
Mark. This marks have a size of 5 by Ti lines,
show in the middle the Federal Cross in a
w` rr h of alpine roses, above it a pigeon, and
below it the figure of value. On both sides /
of the Cross/ are 11 stars. The Tax Mark is
in the right-hand top corner of the addressside of the envelope.

normal

THE EIGHT POSITIONS OF THE CONTROL MARK
The flaps of the envelopes are gummed and
provided with a dry seal impressed by embossing.
The envelopes will be issued as followsat first the small ones with a 10 c. Tax Mark,
then the small ones with a 5 c. Tax Mark, later
the large ones with a 10 c. Tax Mark and finally
the large ones with a 5 c. Tax Mark. /The last
ones were never issued! E.H.S./ The small envelopes with a 10 c. Tax Mark will be issued on
July 1st, 1867 9 the exact date of the issue of
the other envelopes will be announced later.
The post offices will sell these envelopes at
face value of the Tax Marks and at any quantity
required by the public."
This rather cumbersome announcement heralded a revolutionary innovation. It is true that
there was another stationery issue in Switzerland before - the celebrated 5 c. Geneva
envelope, but we know that it had never gained
popularity and that most of the green "tax
marks" were cut out and used as adhesives on
private letter paper, because in those days the mid-1840s - people preferred to fold their

envelopes,
The 1867 envelopes must be thus
regarded as the first stationery items
particularly as they were certainly
the first ones issued by the Federal
Post Office. The era of envelopes with
imprinted stamps of "tax marks" lasted
for only 16 years. No further issues
were made after 1883 and the envelope's
were sold later only as long as the
stocks lasted. On the other hand,
stationery of different kind - particularly postcards and wrappers — first
introduced in 1870 and 18710 respect
ively, has prevailed until Our days.
Some of the most interesting
features of the early envelopes were
the "watermarks" used in the manufacture of the paper from which the
envelopes were made.
Between 1867 and 1877 the manufacture was executed by the envelope factory of Jouvet & Gassmann in Lausanne.
From 1878 the paper came from the firm
of Hengeller, Haemmerli & Co. in
Landquart and the "watermark" was
changed.
We shall, at first, look at the
paper of the early issue. As it was the
case with the "watermark" of the postage stamps of 1862, in the Sitting
Helvetia design, the "watermark" was,
in fact, not a true watermark, but an
embossed Control mark. Its design was
a flying dove. The interesting thing
about, it is that the envelope makers
used the paper . sheets thus prepared
rather indriscriminately as regards the
position of the Control mark on the
paper, and we have thus to differentiate between eight different positions
of the "dove". We have, in fact, eight
different envelopes -one, regarded as
the "normal", with the "dove" flying
towards left, and seven "varieties"
(a) with the "dove" flying upwârAs to
the left, as it were, (b) downwards to
the left, (c) inverted to the right,
(d) flying to the right, (e) downward
to the right, (f) upwards flying to the
right, and (g) inverted to the left.
The illustration shows the positions
more clearly than they can be described
The flaps of the small and large envelopes were different, too. In the first
issue the small envelopes had the two
sides of the top flat curved, while
the later issue in the small size had
the familiar rounded shape of the flaps
The difference of the flaps in the
large size is rather minute and not
always easy to notice in used copies.
The lower flap in the later issue had a
small half-moon shaped cut-out, which
is missing in the earlier issues.
(To be continued)
.
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VARIETIES - THE PROS AND CONS
7/8
7/8 THE SPERATI FORGERIES
FAMOUS SWISS (Alexandre Rodolphe Vinet)
9
1954
1954 11/12 STAMPLESS X-MAS (about RAYON issues)
1954 11/12 FORTY YEARS OF TELL-HELD STAMPS
(serial)
TELL HEAD OVERPRINTS
1955 I 1
2/3
ZURICH'S
TUBE
MAIL
1955 1
1955 1. 2/3 FAMOUS SWISS (General Henri Dufour)
1955 ! 2/3 GREAT SWISS GEMS s 5c Vaud
1955 ' 2/3 THE STRUBELI BISECTS
1955 i 2/3 THE 20c. GRIMSEL OF 1949
THOSE OLD CURRENCIES
1955 ` 4/5
4/5
WHY
I CHOSE A SWISS GRANDFATHER
1955
THE
GENEVA "CUT OUTS"
1955
6
6
GREAT SWISS GEMS s Winterthur
1955
FAMOUS SWISS (Henri Pestalozzi)
1955
6
THE DESIGNS OF THE 1941 ISSUES
1955 ; 6
PRINTING STAMPS (Printing processes)
1955 j 6
SWISS STAMPS AND THE NATURALIST
1955
7/8
GREAT SWISS GEMS s A Strubeli rarity
1955 1 7/8
STRANGE POSTAL MARKINGS
1955 1 7/8
1
SOME HINTS ON MOUNTING & WRITING UP
9
1955
1955„ # 11/12 ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND (Beginning of serial)
14 111/12 AN INTRODUCTION TO STANDING HELVETIA
19561 ff. ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND (serial)
SWISS METER POSTAGE MARKINGS (serial)
1956 1 1
THE PROBLEM OF GUM
1956
2/3
50 YEARS OF SWISS POSTAL MOTOR COACHES
1956 ! 4
WHEN 50,000 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE COST 12
1956 E 4
1956 1 7
VARIETIES OF THE S.d.N. SET
1956 18/9
THE 1919 PEACE ISSUE
1954

1954

1

1
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Serials, that is articles which were published in several instalments are listed here
only with the date and title of the first instalment, but where available all the
"News Letter" issues containing the complete serial will be supplied.
s°

MR.P.W.C.STRATTON CO-OPTED TO THE COMMITTEE.
Our friend Phil Stratton, in past years
at one time Hon.Secretary and Exchange Packet
Superintendent, was unanimously co-opted at
the Committee meeting on November 6th as a
of the Committee of the "Helvetia
Philatelic Society". Because of overwork he
was at first unwilling to accept nomination
for office, but finally was persuaded to join
the Committee.
°°°°°°°°

°s:°°2 2 22°

°s:°

s .

s° °°°

,i
which can only work satisfactory
'
if backed by a superb stock like ours
(1) FILLING OF WANTS LISTS:
On the average we supply 99 stamps
out of pvery 100 you order --- AND
ONLY SUPERB QUALITY !:
(2) THE APPROVAL SERVICE:
Ideal method to acquire out of the
way items, to browse at leisure and
pick the kind of copies you like.
OUR STOCK AND EXPERIENCE ARE AT
YOUR DISPOSAL
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 Westbury Road
LONDON. N. 12.

LONDON GROI)p
Following the A.G.M. the London Group
held a short display of "Pre-Stamp Covers"
Mrs. Rawnsley's items included an early
straight line GENEVE of 1757 and a
Helvetic Republic covers, as well as a
number of interesting frontier markings.
Mr. Stratton showed a fine selection, with
examples of the early "B.S." (Bale-Suisse)
and "B.H." (Bale-Helvetique) marks, many
types of straight line cancellations etc.
Some superb examples of the Helvetic
Republic, all emanating from Bale were
shown by Mr. Max Uehlinger.
Mr. Short concluded with many interesting
covers, including two early covers from
Switzerland to England of 1743, and also
some fine route mark covers.

ORKS Li NCS GROUP

#I

:

On November 3rd, Mr.U.J.F. Gosling gave
a paper on the 25th anniversary of the
U.P.U. issue, in which he explained the
three plates and the way in which the
different perforations were produced.
He then showed the sheets of stamps to
illustrate the paper and followed with a
separate section on the various postmarks
he had found on this issue.
Mr. E.M. Hamilton supplemented Mr.Gosling':
display with examples of varieties, plate
flaws and "off-set" stamps.
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ANNUAL GENERAL_ MEETING REPORT

The A.G.M. was held at the "Swan Hotel" Cosmo Place, London W.C. 1. on November 6th,
1956 at 630 p.m. The President, Mr.E.H. Spiro, notified the Hon.Secretary that he will
be unable to attend the first part of the meeting because of an urgent professional
engagement. Dr. F.H. Taylor, O.B.E., took the chair.
Any other business
Apologies for absence were received from
1(a)
New accommodation for London meetings.
Messrs. Muston, Hale, Osborn, Needs and
As
the
present arrangements were not very
Stiles.
satisfactory
it was hoped to obtain better
The Minutes of the A.G.M. held on October
facilities,
probably
at Caxton Hall, Mr.
4th, 1955, were read by the Hon.Secretary
Spiro
said.
Preliminary
inquiries suggestand agreed. No matters arising from Minutes
led
that
it
might
be
possible
to arrange
were raised
After a
1957.
!from
the
meeting
in
April
Hon.Secretary's Report
'lively
discussion
it
was
decided
that the
Mrs.E.J. Rawnsley stated that the past year
'December,
February
and
March
meetings
had been definitely more successful than the
should be held at the present meeting
preceding one. Total membership remained
place
and then a move should be made thereabout the same but there had been an encour
after.
aging increase in members of the London
Group. This had contributed to better atten- (b) Articles in the "News Letter".
Mr. Spiro stated that after 10 years of
dances at meetings. Much more use had been
editing the "Helvetia News Letter" it was
made of the Library facilities, and several
'becoming
difficult to find new subjects
new books were added. The Cup Competition
for
articles
of general interest to membhad been a very good innovation, last year's
ers.
He
suggested
members should send to
entries had been of a particularly high
him suggestions of what they would
standard. As far as the London Group was
see in the "News Letter". A discussi
concerned, if attendances continue to improve, it will be possible to provide a more developed on the question of reprinting
`earlier published articles for the benefit
ambitious programme for displays, but it
iof newer members, who had no opportunity
would be discourteous to invite visitors if
jof seeing old issues of the "News Letter".
only few members were likely to be present.
lMr.E.Shurly said that as one of the older
Hon.Treasurer's Report
members who looked keenly forward to reA copy of the balance sheet had been sent
ceiving the "News Letter", he would not
to each member, from which it would be seen
advocate reprinting old articles unless
that the Society was in a sound financial
position, with a credit balance of over x.55. they included as additional pages. He
suggested that an Index of all important
Mr. A.J. Harding stated that the sum shown
articles published in the past should be
as outstanding for advertisements had since
been received. Adoption of the accounts was published and that reprints should then be
available to those members who ask for
proposed by Mr. J.H. Short, seconded by Mr.
special items from the Index. Mr.Slate
Ricketts and carried unanimously.
suggested that the reprinted articles
Election of Officers and Committee
might be supplied at a small charge. After
The following were elected:
a discussion in which Mr.Daglish, Mrs.
Chairman: Dr.F.H.Taylor, O.B.E., ViceRawnsley, Mr. Spiro and other member' Thk
Chairman and Hon.Treasurer: Mr.A.J.Harding,
Hon.Secretary: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
;part, it was agreed that the first step
Hon.
Exchange Packet Superintendent: Mr.J.H.Short was to compile an Index. (This has been
Chairman of the Expert Committee: Mr.E.Shurly [carried out in the present issue of the
Committee: Mr.L.Moore, M.B.E., Mr.J.A.
"News Letter").
Eastwood and Mr.J.N.Highsted (all Yorks/Lanes (c) Publicity.
Group), Mr.J.B.McKenzie (Scotland), Mr.P.
'Several members suggested that greater pubLauder (West of England), Mr.Tom Morgan,
licity should be attempted to make the
Editor-"Philatelic Magazine" (London Group). Society better known in the philatelic
Hon.Auditor: Mr.L.H.Osborn.
world. Mr. Spiro explained that in the
The nominations were proposed by Mr.Daglish, early days, when membership was much larg^seconded by Mr.Gonville and carried unanier, the organisation of the Society had
mously.
become unwieldy, many provincial members
President's Address
rightly complained that apart from the
Mr. E.H. Spiro, who had arrived at 7 p.m.
"News Letter" they get very little out of
from his duties at the House of Commons,
their membership, not being able to attend
apologized for being late and, owing to, the
meetings and displays. The Committee then
pressure of work not have been able to predecided not to pursue publicity or a mempare a suitable address. He stressed the
bership drive particularly because it was
successes of the past year and expressed
extremely difficult to provide Exchange
that this year's Cup Competition will again
Packets for regular and frequent circulabe a great success. He suggested that sometion and thus offer provincial members a
thing should be done to mark the 10th annigood value for their subscription. After
versary of the Society in 1957 - for instance a lengthy discussion it was agreed that the
the holding of a one-or-two-day-exhibition.
philatelic journals should be supplied with
He would also like to see the inauguration
reports about meetings and asked to publicise the Society's Calendar and other events
of a junior group of the Society in the
Lowe suggested that back-numbers of the
anniversary year, to encourage the recruiting Mr.
"News Letter "should be sent to the Junior
Philatelic
S çiety where interest for our
of juvenile members.
Society's activit
ies was expressed,
ThP H_a_1_ f!1noat1 a+
_r% m
,.
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PRIZE TO L2\C=S-IR=M

MR. R.A. HOYLE (Halifax) IS CUP WINNER - MR. H.D. PARKER (Southport) .. RUNNER-UP.
The Second Helvetia Silver Cup Annual Competition ended as happily as the War of Rosesin ( axriage between Yorkshire and Lancashire. And the result, arrived at after much
conscientious examining by two independent adjudicators, has proved beyond any doubt that
" provincial members", unable to attend the competition evening or even regular Group
meetings, have an equal chance. This fact may disperse the feeling among some of the
" provincials" that our Society is mainly based on the Metropolis. Indeed, more than
three-quarters of the members reside outside London and most of them cannot take a direct
part in the Society meeting activities.
The Second Annual Competition, held on Tuesday, December 4th at the Swan Hotel in
London, proved once more very successful, with a record attendance of members and with a
dozen of individual entrants who had submitted more than 100 sheets from their collections
The standard of the entries was again so high that the Adjudicators, Mr. G.B. ERSKINE,
Chairman of the Council of the British Philatelic Association, and Mr. Tom MORGAN, the
Editor of the "Philatelic Magazine" had a difficult task, taking them more than an hour,
to arrive at their final conclusions.
The awards made unanimously by the Adjudicators were as follows:HELVETIA SILVER CUP to Mr. R.A.HOYLE (Halifax) for "an outstanding study of the
20c. 'Grimsel' Landscape issue (Zum.Nr.301 and 301 A) with
excellent illustrations showing the differences between the
two dies and other varieties".
to Mr. H.D.PARKER (Southport) for "a very fine entry of covers
RUNNER'S-UP PRIZE
(A duplicates book) bearing early stamps and a selection or rare cancellations,
including a superb example of the 'Wimmis' lattice".
Mr. R.L.CHRISTIAN (Lincoln), an entry of Lake Lucern ship
HIGHLY COMMENDED
and
cancellations on covers;
Mrs. E.J.RAWNSLEY (Ilford), and entry 'The Development of the
Swiss Postmark 1 .
Other entries consisted of an almost complete collection of Hotel Stamps, including
interesting varieties, three entries on "Standing Helvetia", several entries devoted to
classic issues and their forgeries and one illustrating "History of Switzerland".
OF THE DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING OF THE LONDON GROUP!
It takes place on Tuesday, February 5th, 1957
and Mr.J.BEKEN, Chairman of the Liechtenstein Study
Circle, will give a most interesting display on
Liechtenstein and its postal relations with Switzerland
See Note on Page 4.
After the President, Mr.E.H.Spiro, announced the awards of the Adjudicators, he invited
them to make their comments. Mr.G.B.Erskine, Chairman of B.P.A., said that he was most
impressed by the high standard of the entries, and particularly about the arrangement and
writing-up, which he found to be somewhat rare among specialist societies. He remarked
that though he has never specialised Switzerland, he was now tempted "throw away his New
Zealand collection" and other specialised countries which he had collected for many years

(Continued..) andturoSwizeland.
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HELVETIA SILVER CUP COMPETITION Continued from Page 1
/.r. Tom Morgan, Editor of the "Philatelic Magazine, who
remarked that he "knew nothing about stamps", said he
found the task of adjudicating the entries most interestirig -dh-d-that although Mr. Erskine and he had each made
their own preliminary judging of the entries, they found,
when comparing their notes that they had arrived at
almost identical conclusions. For his own part, Mr.Morgan
said, he thought that in some cases a little more information concerning the stamps, such as the names of designers, printers, and so forth, might have added even more
interest to the non-specialist.
Mr.Spiro thanked both Adjudicators warmly for having
come along to judge the Competition entries and said that
despite their modest assertions as regards their knowledge
of Swiss philately, they have done a good job. He added
that though unfortunately all the entrants could not be
prize-winners, there was always a good prospect for those
who did not succeed quite on this occasion to get to the
top when they try again next time.
o-o-o-o-oIn the issue of December 14th, of the "PHILATELIC
MAGAZINE", Mr. Tom Morgan published the following comment:
"There is a lot more in Swiss stamps than pretty pictures, as was well demonstrated in the recent second annual
Cup Competition held by the Helvetia Philatelic Society...
There were several delightful sheets embellished with
pictures., but the Cup went to Mr.R.A.Hoyle for a superb
study of the varieties of the 1949 Grimsel stamp. Mr.Hoyle
must have gone to great pains to draw the diagrams which
helped to illustrate his many interesting points...
Judging such a highly specialised competition is always a
tricky point, so perhaps that is why the Helvetia asked
Mr.Gerald Erskine of the B.P.A. and myself to undertake
the task, on the assumption that we know little or nothing
about Swiss stamps! Yet curiously enough, we had no
difficulty at arriving at the winning exhibit. Personal
likes and dislikes must obviously show themselves when
judging a competition, and so far as I am concerned I
always sense a jarring note when I see a display written
up with a typewriter. Yes, I know typewritten stuff looks
neat, but I feel there's a greater sense of satisfaction
about a hand-written effort. To most of us, it requires
a little extra effort to write clearly and neatly, but
the result is usually worth while. The typewriter is a
mechanical thing and mechanics have no part in stamps.
However, as I said just now, that's a personal opinion.
If you prefer typing your stuff, go right ahead. You will
have the satisfaction of knowing that it can easily be
read,"
-0-0-0-0-0-0-

Letters from Mr.R.A.Hoyle and Mr.H.D.Parker, acknowledging the awards are on Page 4.
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TO SEND YOUR SWISS WANTS LIST
to THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
The superb quality supplied cannot be
surpassed.
Mr. Katcher will gladly assist Clients
who have special requests.
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"NEWS LETTER" PUBLICATION
DELAY.
This issue of the
Helvetia News Letter is Nr.12
for December 1956, though it
is dated also "January 1957",
because the Editor, owing to
absence from London during
the second half of December
and professional overwork
during the recent political
events, was unable to complete
the publication in time. The
next issue will appear in
February as Nos.1/2 for 1957.

HIGHER POSTAL RATES IN
SWITZERLAND ?
Our Berne
correspondent writes that the
Federal Government are considering proposals for an increase of some of the postal
rates. At the moment it is
not certain whether it wi-J-1
take place in the near f", .are
and whether, if it takes place
would affect letter rates or
be restricted to only minor
changes.

PUBLICITY AND PRO PATRIA
ISSUES LOSE VALIDITY. By the
31st of December 1956 the four
"publicity stamps", issued
last March and commemorating
the anniversaries of Simplon,
Swissair and the Postal Motorcoach, as well as the Road
Safety stamp have lost their
franking validity. On the
same date the Pro Patria 1956
set has been demonetised.

SWISS VARIETIES OFFERED.
by a London dealer recenL.Ly
included a Tell Boy overprint
5c. on 72c. green (Zum.181)
with the overprint inverted.
The price asked was £5, which
seems reasonable, though the
Zumstein Special catalogue
remarks that such inverted
overprints appeared only after
this provisional stamp was no
longer sold over the postoffice counter and that the
variety must be regarded as
"printer's waste". Another
much more desirable item
offered by the same reputable
dealer is a superb mint block
of six of the 20c. Standing
Helvetia, perf.9â, for which
£60 is being asked, which is
equivalent to only about
of Zumstein's valuation.

TWO SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS,
27 WESTBURY ROAD, WOODSIDE PARK
LONDON, N. 12.
Telephone : HILlside 6857

one of 835 stamps, and another
of 1,122 stamps will be
auctioned at Robson Lowe's on
January 30th. The first is val
ued at £50, the other at £40,
mazy fwhilh more.
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FRnN < STAMPS & FIS C iiV.1 . '.l 'Cj'Jii/hV(
By E.H.Spiro
(Continued)
While the labels referred to in the first article
were issued by private organisations or semi-official
committees - though their use was sanctioned by the
Post Office - the first "official" Frank stamp is the
modest and rather haphazardly printed little label
bearing the words "Militaires francais internes. en
Suisse - GRATIS". This label was issued with the
approval of the postal authorities by the General
Command of the Swiss Army, which was made responsible
for the internment of the able-bodied French soldiers
who had sought refuge on Swiss soil after their disastrous defeat from the hands of the Prussian army.
The difference between this label and those described
previously is that it has really nothing to do with
the mail of hospital patients. Yet strangely enough
it has always been regarded and classified as No. 1
of the sequence of issues of Frank stamps which were
expressly issued for the benefit of patients in hospitals, mental asylums and such like institutions.
The "GRATIS" label was issued
in February 1871 and several
Milita,ree français
pri.ings were made, for which
intiernés en Suisse.
the „rinters used different
paper, the colour ranging from
Gratis.
purple-lilac to brownish rose
and rose-pink. The printing
was made on large sheets
(probably quad crown or quad demy) and there were
four sections, separated by wide margins, each
section containing eight rows of seven stamps, i.e.
56 stamps per section and 224 per complete sheet.
The exact number of sheets issued has never been
established with certainty, but it is estimated that
the total printing did not exceed 80,000.
The postal authorities ordered that the labels
should n o t be cancelled but that the postmark
should be applied next to the label. Nevertheless
many post clerks did cancel the label. As regards
the valuation od rhia item, we must distinguish
therefore mint copies, copies "un-cancelled" but
"uw. !' on envelopes or entires, and copies cancelled
and died to envelopes. The last ones are the most
rare and Zumstein quotes them at double the price
than the "un-cancelled" on entire.
all
Between 1871 and 1911 - for exactly 40 years
was quiet on the Frank stamp front. Then, after protracted negotiations between the representatives of
various Charity funds, hospital associations and the
Red Cross and the Post Office, an agreement was
reached by which certain deserving institutions were
given the right to dispatch their mail post-free, up
to a limit of 2,000 francs a year for the largest of
them.
This arrangement was announced in a special Federal
Postal Law, published at the end of 1910 and coming
into operation on January let 1911. The new law
created special "Frank stamps", of which we shall see
more
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SWISS COVERS

5c.green,with

(Continued)
As the differences in the flap
occur in the small envelope size in
all four values, 5c.,10c.,25c. and
30e. and in both versions, with the
value stamp impressed on the right
and the left hand side of the envelope, it may be helpful to have a
rough drawing of the flaps

Flap shape II
The very first envelope to be
issued was, as we mentioned before,
the small sized with flap I and
the impressed 10c. on the right
hand side. It appeared in 1867,
but in order to avoid confusion
and to classify the issues according to the franking value, the
following table may be found more
useful, though the sequence is not
entire in order of issue.
Value
Btve.lope
5c.brown small
5c.brown small
5c.brown small
l0c.carmine small
10o.carmine small
10c0carmine small
lOc.carmine large
large
10c.red
small
10c.red
25c.green small
25c.green small
25c.green small
25c.green large
small
30c.blue
small
30c.blue
small
30c.blue

Flap Stamp on
I
right
left
I
left
II
right
I
left
I
left
II
left
left
left
II
right
I
left
I
left
II
left
right
I
left
I
left
II

Of the large envelopes we can
distinguish the minute flap differences mentioned in the first
_(To be^. conued)
...article._
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envelope
6d. each - - - Pre-stamp covers from ... 3/6d each
!Off ioial Field Post covers
i
I have a large selection of !
ls.6d. each.
!Soldier Stamps, used on cover, from
i
!POSTAL STATIONERY and Schutzenfest postmarks used on cover or official postcards.
!
I
will
be
pleased
to
send
APPROVALS
to
any
member
of
the
Helvetia
P.S.
!
Torrisholme, MORECAMBE_ Lancs.y`r,_.I

äl923 30c overprintedfSrd.N.
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PLL PBOUT SWITZERLc\D IFROM .k4,.c, COMMITTEE
THE SUBSCRIPTION FOR 1957
N 0 W
IS DUE
In consequence the Federal Union contained in itself
the solution of the minority problem, which is a source i( embers are requested to send
their Annual Subscription for
of so much difficulty in other countries. In no case
the current year without delay
does a language group become a majority or minority in
(by cheque or P.O. made out to
Switzerland, with greater or lesser rights, whether in
the"Helvetia
Philatelic
the cantons with three languages, such as the Grisons
Society")
to
the
Hon.Treasurer,
(Graubuenden), or with two such as Berne, Fribourg or
fir.
A.J.HARDING,
31 Somerset
Valais. The different languages are used equally for
Way, Iver, Bucks.
all official purposes, and for instance, speeches. in
the Federal Assembly are held in German, Frenoh or
The Subscription is still 7/6d
Italian at the same debate and are n o t translated. - unchanged since 1949 in spite
In the cities and towns practically every Swiss knows
of substantial increases in
German and French and many also Italian, and all three
expenditure. Please, assist the
languages are taught at school, with Romanche in the
Hon..Treasurer by remitting the
areas where it is spoken.
small amount immediately and
All this must be kept in mind if the following figthus save him more work on the
ures are to be rightly understood. The Swiss populataccounts than it is necessary.
ion consists (according to the 1950 census) of
3,402,250 (722 per 1000) German speaking persons,
DEATH OF MR.M.EPHRAIMSON
954,250 (202 per 1000) Frenoh speaking, 278,800 (59 per We regret to announce the death
1000) Italian speaking and 48,350 (10 per 1000)
of our member, Mr.E.Ephraim' '1,
Romanche speaking. Since 1880 there has been a slight
of London N.W., who had joined
increase in the German and Italian-speaking population
our Society six years ago and
while the French and Romanche have slightly decreased.
was at one time associated with
In a general way the different language groups live in
the Amateur Collector Ltd.
areas bordering on the country speaking that languageTHE PRIZE WINNERS WRITE
the German-speaking cantons border on Austria and
Mr,R.A.Hoyle, the winner of the
Germany, the French-speaking on France, the Italianspeaking on Italt, but in the centre of Switzerland the Helvetia Silver Cup in the
Second Annual Competition says in
linguistic borders often run through the middle of a
his letter, expressing his thanks
canton or district, as for instance, through the city
for the award: "Thank you very
of Fribourg, where the majority speaks French, and
much indeed for your congratulaBienne (Biel), where two-thirds speak German.
tions. I am naturally very pleasA peeuliariry of the language situation in Switzered but a little surprised as well
land is the importance which the German-speaking
population attach to their dialect - the "Switzeras I, think it is much more diffduetsch", which is a very distinct dialect from any of
icult to enter for any competitthose spoken in Germany and Austria and, indeed can
ion when one knows nothing about
hardly be understood by either a German or Austrian.
the other entrants and their
Moreover, while dialects are spoken in Germany and
methods of display or writi - --up.
Austria mainly by the peasants and "lower" classes, the I am glad that it was such a
Swiss dialect is spoken by all classes and used on all
successful meeting and I hope
formal occasions, in the Swiss parliament, in universthat one of these days I shall be
ity lectures, public addresses, sermons and so on.
able to visit the London Group!"
There are many varieties of the dialect, which vary
from valley to valley, and indeed a Zurich man may find Mr.H.D.Parker, the runner-up,
expressed his thanks very graciit a little hard to follow a man from Basle, but the
ously and added that he will find
basic tongue is "Switzerduetsch" and the "literary
"the splendid stockbook" presentGerman" or "book-German" has to be learned at school
ed
as his prize most useful., He
like a foreign language and is used only in writing.
expressed
his regrets that he was
Very many German-speaking Swiss can, in fact, not speak
unable
to
attend
the competition,
the German as "she is spoke" in Germany at all and are
meeting.
often at a loss for German words, which are quite
different in the dialect.
LONDON
GROUP
The Swiss dialect and its varieties have found their
way into literature, and such writers like Jeremias
All members in the London area
Gotthelf used the dialect exclusively. On the other
are particularly urged to attend
hand, many modern Swiss writers, and particularly
the Group meeting on Tuesday,
scientists use the "book-German", because it gives them February 5th., at 6.30 p.m. at
a larger circle of readers and makes communication with the Swan Restaurant, Cosmo Place,
German and Austrian colleagues easier.
Southampton Row - a short walking
The Italian dialect, too, is fairly distinct from the distance from the Holborn-KingsItalian language as spoken by the educated, and gives a way Underground station, buses
colloquial colour to the Italian spoken for instance,
68,77, 1 96).
in the Ticino. While there are some "argots" in the
We have on this occasion a
French speaking cantons, the French spoken by the Swiss prominent guest speaker, and it
French-speaking population is particularly beautiful
would be rather embarrassing if
and regarded by many as the "best" French in the world, there would not be a good
better than the language spoken by Fr nchmen.
attendance.
(To be continued)
(Continued)
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